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II 
 

Abstract 

 
This thesis dedicates to explore establishing effective communication with Chinese 

vendors for Western companies who outsourcing production to China. An effective 

communication with Chinese vendors refers to gain the true understanding, right 

decision and expected reaction from Chinese vendors, after they receive the 

managerial or communicational messages (e.g. contract or piecemeal instructions) sent 

by Western buyers/clients. Establishing effective communication with Chinese vendors 

is not just about communication any more, it is about the outsourcing management from 

a micromanagement to self-management level. Creating intercultural competence is also 

the core.  

 

The study has not only built up a multiple-categorised structure for analysing 

outsourcing management and communication, also generated three new attributes for 

effective communication with Chinese vendors i.e. ―cooperativeness‖, ―competency‖, 

―specialisation‖, the other six are ―effective medium‖, ―timeliness‖, ―accuracy‖, 

―consistency‖, ―credibility‖, and ―completeness‖. The quintessence of the research is 

that a New Model of ―effective communication with Chinese vendors‖ has been formed 

through the research. By following the model, a company can easily identify its 

development stage of effective communication establishment with Chinese vendors and 

predict its future communication and management orientation. Also the study is 

desirable for those entrepreneurs and academic researchers who are interested in 

outsourcing production or have the intent to really carry out an outsourcing strategy and 

project to China. Moreover the conclusions can inspire companies within similar 

environment to create their own effective method when outsourcing production to 

China. 
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摘要 
中国已经逐渐成为发达国家外包生产的理想之地，无论是 IT，纺织业，或是

人力资源等服务型外包产业，都在中国蓬勃的发展了起来，但在中国外包生产给

外资企业带来利润和创造价值的同时，外商企业同时也面临着供应链利润损失的

窘境。在对中国工厂失去控制力的同时，他们对产品的质量和装船时间也失去了

主导权。 

和中方外包生产合作，外商公司经常会面临除了语言障碍以外的沟通问题。

从文化来看，比起西方人直接的思维模式，中国人的思维模式比较拐弯抹角，从

而导致中国员工有时说话意思表达不够精确或者做出错误的揣测和决策。其次，

从缄默的社会现象来看，中国自古有“好面子”和“老板就是老板”的传统，出

于的上级的尊重通常不会站出来反对或者对管理人员提出自己的异议。再次，从

中国的教育系统来看，“应试教育”和―老师教什么就学什么‖等教育风格，从某种

程度上来说已经根植在了中国式的管理模式中。 

这篇论文就是旨在消除这类在中国外包生产的交流障碍，通过分析一家在中

国外包服装生产的瑞典企业 Pro Hold AB 和其在中国上海自己的采购公司 Far East 

Garment Ltd.和中国供应商来定义有效沟通的属性，这九个属性包括：有效的沟通

工具，时间性，精确性，一致性，可信性，完整性，协作性，特殊性，以及胜任

度（即外包生产操作人员的能力等）。同时这篇文章也为外商构想了―在中国外包

生产如何建立有效沟通‖的阶段结构图，供学者和公司企业或实业家参考，更多的

也希望中国的企业办事人员理解在外商眼里的中国供应商和中国员工给他们的印

象。此外如果您是正在和外商有合作和经常沟通的相关人士或者中国企业，也可

以参考本文中的意见和建议来改善自己或公司与外商沟通的方式。 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter gives a short background to intercultural communication and outsourcing 

production to China facing with communication problems. The problem definition leads 

to the research question and main purpose. 

 

1.1 Background 

Academic and business literatures stress the importance of working people developing 

intercultural communication competence, global perspectives on management theory 

and a deep understanding of the influence of culture in multicultural business and 

management environments (Crossman et al. 2011). Culture affects all manner of 

activities in organisations (Crossman et al. 2011). It also affects how people structure 

their thoughts, ideas and messages, since Westerners are more inclined to organise 

themselves in a linear manner, leading from the basis of evidence to a conclusion 

(Triandis 2000, p. 150). But in some other cultures individuals are more likely to 

approach ideas in a spiral manner, beginning from a general ideological consideration 

and gradually approaching a conclusion (Triandis 2000, p. 150). Such differences can 

result in communication frustration within parties (Crossman et al. 2011, p. 57). 

Intercultural communication can involve conflict which stems from a perceived or 

actual incompatibility of cultural values and norms in either face-to-face or mediated 

contexts, and the greater the difference between two cultures, the more that conflicts 

will arise in areas such as historical grievances, cultural world views and beliefs 

(Ting-Toomey, 2007). The benefits of developing expertise in intercultural 

communication can include high levels of innovation, employee identification and 

commitment to goals (Luijters et al., 2008).  

 

Plenty of practitioners and entrepreneurs who have been dealing with outsourcing for 

years regonise that the strategy of establishing effective communication to weaken the 

cultural effects is crutial. Effective communication is important both to the individual 

and to modern organisation (Rejeesh, 2010). An effective communication in 

organisation can be defined as a well-organised and schemed process of sharing 

business ideas, proposal, information, facts and reports within an organisation or outside 

it to achieve a predetermined goal. (Manohar, 2012). Communication in outsourcing 

supply chain act as ―cultural glue‖, ―trade-off and compensation‖, ―knowledge creation 

and dissemination‖, ―relationship development and maintenance‖ and ―alignment and 

integration‖ (Gambetti & Giovanardi, 2012). Effective communication is now regarded 

as a ―hallmark of effective leadership‖ as well (Hogler et al., 2008). Managers ought to 

know how culture affects the way employees are motivated and stay committed to an 

organisation (Wheeler, 2002), for managers would quite simply be unable to address the 

significant challenges presented by complex cultural and heterogeneous teams, which 

can easily give rise to ambiguity, conflict and dysfunctionality, if without the cultural 

expertise to make judgements about how varied values, behaviour and emotions are 

likely to play a part (Crossman et al. 2011, p. 58 see Dongsong et al., 2007; Humes & 

Reilly, 2008; Matreev, 2004).  
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1.2 Problem discussion 

As China have become more integrated into the world economy and opened borders, its 

producers are becoming more sophisticated and better equipped (Arnell & Wei, 2006).  

Nevertheless, while cost saving associated with outsourcing work can be significant, 

there might also be drawbacks to this practice, which can adversely affect the industry 

as a whole (Belcher, 2014). Commonly, companies during the outsourcing practice meet 

with communication problems, which lead to bugs and drawbacks in the project (Messer, 

2010). Such issues can be counted from inaccurate fulfilment of some requirements to 

absolute misunderstanding of the needs and preferences of clients (Dev4masses, 

2002-2013). From the perspective of this research, an effective communication with 

Chinese vendor refers to gain the true understanding, right decision and expected 

reaction from Chinese vendors after Western buyers sending managerial or 

communicational messages (e.g. contract or email instructions) to them. Such as 

Earley et al. (2006) have suggested to consider the implications of culture in problem 

solving e.g. Western buyers always frustrated about the losing effectiveness of contract 

when real problems caused by Chinese side, taking concession has always been carried 

out by buyers, for Chinese vendors always ignore the contract and are upset or 

unwilling to take real responsibilities to solve the problem. Yet when people from 

different culture work well together, compromises can also be negotiated more easily on 

decision making, work roles, teamwork and quality issues (Brannen & Salk, 1999). 

 

There is always gap between expectation and factual production, and the geographical 

alongside with cultural or distant communication will never vanished throughout the 

path of human evolution. With respect to communication with Chinese, from the 

culture perspective, their thinking pattern is more indirect than Western way of linear 

model which makes them more likely assume and guess or take things for granted, 

instead of asking or expressing their thoughts directly to others. From the implicit 

social norms, Chinese are obsessed with superior-respecting and face-saving, which 

lead them lack of incentive to offend manager or express their own opinion. From the 

perspective of education system in China, the ―do exactly what the teacher told me to 

do‖ pattern and passive attitude have also been rooted in the Chinese style of 

management and working. The Western buyers are in a dilemma of being precise and 

careful in every detail of the producing instruction, in the same time wish for Chinese 

side can deal with the piecemeal problems by themselves rightly without ask ―what 

should I do next‖ etc. Chinese employees need to make right decision on their own 

somehow, because asking ―general permission‖ from Western buyers always 

time-consuming because of distance communication cross languages and time zone. 

Stewart (2014) once said, (buyers) setting clear expectations and an understanding of 

what they want to achieve, could keep the suppliers away from having to guess or 

assuming they are on the right track but they are not. Establishing effective 

communication scenario is much desirable for a better outsourcing production to China, 

for the better qualified operation can add value to the outsourced products. In addition, 

if such miscommunication and detail producing unconformities can be traced and 
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tackled in an earlier stage, employee and customer confidence could be reinforced, and 

the genuine long-term relationship could probably be created.  

 

1.3 Research question 

RQ1: How to establish effective communication with Chinese vendors when 

outsourcing production to China cross Chinese intermediary from the perspective of 

Western buyer? 

 

-RQ2: How effective communication benefits on managing Chinese vendors? 

-RQ3: What effective attributes can be identified when communication with Chinese 

vendors?  

 

1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this study attempts to give advice on aspects which can help an 

outsourcing company establish effective communication competences with its Chinese 

vendors, meanwhile, to identify how effective communication establishment benefits on 

managing Chinese vendors and the attributes for effective communication them. 

 

1.4.1 Objective 

The objective is to explore intercultural competences among outsourcing parties which 

may mitigate the risk of losing value in supply chain for Western company who 

outsourcing production to China. Also the objective is to reach the pursuit of products 

with better quality and punctual shipment from Chinese side to some degree. 

 

1.4.2 Limitation 

The study is delimited to consider and analyse the outsourcing cross trade intermediary 

(the intermediary is a subsidiary of case company) and contract manufacturing on 

garment production. The research condition does not correspond with those companies 

who directly investment in China with wholly-owned factories. Also the conclusion 

might not be applicable for the companies who carry out financial, IT or human 

resource outsourcing overseas etc. Furthermore, the research emphasises on solving 

urgent problem for case company and focuses on vendors in China, which means the 

conclusion is not representative and similar for the whole outsourcing market such as 

the company who seeks for establishing effective communication with vendors in other 

countries. 
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2 Method 
This chapter presents different perspectives of method approach which have been 

applied to conduct the research.  

 

2.1 Scholarly approach 

In principle, there are two different approaches with which empirical data can be 

collected and analysed. One is quantitative approach and another is qualitative approach. 

The main focus of quantitative methods is on the testing theories rather than 

generalising (Bryman & Bell, 2007). This approach has been widely used by researches 

where data are easily quantified and it especially emphasises on reaching a precise and 

reliable result, such as in a mass date of statistical and mathematical analysis. 

Qualitative approach tries to make sense of, or provide an interpretation of, observed 

phenomena relative to meanings which are attributed to these phenomena by individuals 

involving in specific incidents or situations (Hunter, 2005). Considering the collected 

data from the research involve massive non-measurable phenomena, plus the purpose of 

the research is to study on the empirical situation and interpret non-conceptualised 

circumstances. The choice of qualitative approach is preferred, since the complexity of 

multi-fields could be taken into considered, and the research is not processed under a 

controlled environment, but a realistic foundation where the possibilities are hard to 

forecast and have few boundaries. 

 

2.2 Investigation approach 

Qualitative research design can be complicated depending on the experience and 

knowledge a researcher has (Turner, 2010). As researchers, many of them aspire to grow 

and expand their knowledge and experiences with qualitative design in order to better 

utilise various research paradigms (Turner, 2010). According to qualitative approach, 

the study investigation should be corresponded to the needs of the target company and 

should be taken time working closely with research audiences in their operational 

environment (Baxter & Jack, 2008). One of the popular qualitative research designs is 

that of the interview protocol (Turner, 2010). Therefore my methods of collecting data 

have be complemented by exerting qualitative case study and interviews. 

 

2.2.1 Case study 

Qualitative case study is an approach which facilitates exploration of a phenomenon 

within its context using various data sources (Baxter & Jack, 2008 ). One of the 

advantages of this approach is the close collaboration between the researcher and the 

participant, meanwhile enabling participants to tell their stories (Crabtree & Miller, 

1999). Through these stories, participants can describe their views of reality and this 

enables the researcher to better understand the participants‘ actions (Lather, 1992; 

Robottom & Hart, 1993). Yin (2003) suggests that a case study design should be 

considered when: (a) the focus of the study is to answer ―how‖ and ―why‖ questions; (b) 

you cannot manipulate the behaviour of those involved in the study; (c) you want to 

cover contextual conditions because you believe they are relevant to the phenomenon 
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under study; or (d) the boundaries are not clear between the phenomenon and context. 

 

Besides, the types of case study are varying. Based on the summary by Baxter and Jack 

(2008), there are mainly seven types of case study, i.e. explanatory, exploratory, 

descriptive, multiple-case studies, intrinsic, instrumental and collective case study. In 

this thesis I have utilised exploratory case study. This type of case study is used to 

explore situations in which the evaluated phenomena have no clear, single set of 

outcomes (Yin, 2003). Which means the analysed situation for my case are revealed 

from different fields and ended in a multiple outcome situation. Exploratory case study 

can provide in-depth knowledge of what I have investigated, and it helps me to interpret 

the qualitative results in an understandable general pattern. For this thesis, the research 

design has been chosen to do case study on Pro Hold AB as a factual company. 

 

2.2.2 Qualitative semi-structured interview 

Qualitative interview provides a method for collecting rich and details about how 

individuals experience, understand and explain events in their lives. Additionally, 

interviews can be tailored specifically to the knowledge and experience of the 

interviewee (Clifford, 2010). There are three fundamental types of research interviews: 

structured, semi-structured and unstructured interview (Gill et al., 2008). Unstructured 

interview refers to a ―no specific questions‖ interview; Semi-structured interview 

refers to ―starts with specific questions and follows by flexible questions‖ interview; 

and structured interview refers to ―use of a detailed interview guide format‖ interview 

(Cooper & Schindler, 2011).  

 

In a qualitative interview, good questions should be open-ended (require more than a 

yes or no answer), neutral, sensitive and understandable (Britten, 1999). Creswell (2007) 

also suggested on being flexible with question design. Creswell believes the researcher 

must form questions in such a manner to keep participants focusing on their responses 

to the questions. In addition, the researcher must prepare with follow-up questions and 

prompts in order to ensure that they obtain optimal responses from participants.  

 

In this study, I used semi-structured interview and utilised suggestion of Creswell (2007) 

on reconstructing questions, so the questions could be clearly assembled in a manner to 

reduce misunderstanding and be able to generate effective follow-up prompts for further 

understanding. Semi-structured interview have surely alleviated the pressures of 

contingencies occur during the interview and assisted me in extracting the information. 

 

2.3 Data collection 

Data collection is a crucial aspect for valid research. Qualitative data collection requires 

researchers to interpret the information gathered, most often without the benefit of 

statistical support (Knowthis, 2014).  

 

2.3.1 Data sources 

Two types of data sources should be noticed i.e. primary data and secondary data. To 
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distinguish primary data and secondary data, Yin (2003) clarified the primary data is the 

data collected by the first time and for a specific purpose. Secondary data are those 

which already in existence and collected by other purpose.  

 

For this study, the primary data were collected from the interviews and all the 

responders remain anonymous for ethical consideration for negative responses might 

cause realistic conflicts etc. And the secondary data were collected from the literature, 

previous studies, articles, and information from the Internet. Prominently, the secondary 

data are available in form of publish or unpublished report (Aggarwal & Khurana 2008, 

p.178). In this study I also used internal documents of case company as secondary data 

sources. The documents are not published and have been gathered through the 

interviews, and the credibility of the documents are fairly high.  

 

2.3.2 Data collection method 

Refer to the data collection method, two ways of interview data should be mentioned in 

this study. Individual interview and virtual interview such as screen interview by Skype 

or email interview. Individual interview is typically a one-on-one exchange at the 

organisations offices. For best prepare, the interview can usually range from 30 to 90 

minutes (Denham, 2009). It might be easier to conduct the interviews with participants 

in a comfortable environment where the participants do not feel restricted or 

uncomfortable to share information (Gill et al., 2008). In my research, an individual 

interview and as a participant of the board meeting was utilised when interview relevant 

personnel from case company. Those interviews were all more than 30 minutes and had 

been conducted in manager or employee office. The screen or email interviews had been 

adapted in the interview with relevant people who are located in China.  

 

All interviews should be tape recorded and transcribed literally afterwards, as this 

protects against bias and provides a permanent record (Pontin, 2000). This method has 

been put into use in my investigation and data gathering. For applying qualitative 

interview is the core source for gathering empirical results, it is important that every 

detail could be noticed as much as possible from the answers of interviewees.  

 

2.3.3 Data collection instrument 

As for the data collection method, the data collection instrument need be mentioned 

here. Using email and Skype with good Internet connection is the essential for data 

collection in this study. Moreover there are many relative literatures were also gathered 

through Internet. For the secondary data collection, it started with a review of literatures 

presented in the Marketing Communication course concerning on important theory for this 

thesis. The relevant books are collected from the library of University West and other 

journal articles searching were conducted in several databases such as ABI Inform, Primo 

and Emerald.  

 

2.3.4 Sampling 

Creswell (2007) discussed the importance of selecting the proper candidates for 
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interviews. He asserted the researcher should utilise sampling strategies such as 

criterion based sampling or critical case sampling (among many others) to obtain 

qualified candidates who will provide the most credible information to the study. Two 

main parties have been involved in this study. they are Pro Hold AB and Far East 

Garment Ltd. (subsidiary company of Pro Hold) in China. Both managers and relevant 

employees are selected to conduct the interview. There is also an external personnel 

from third party has been involved in some interviews, and the case company Pro Hold 

was recommended by him.  

 

2.4 Analysis method 

The thesis has adapted the Grounded Theory as analysis method. Two central features of 

this method have been defined by Bryman and Bell (2007), i.e. the method concerned 

with the development of theory out of data and the approach is iterative or recursive, 

which means that data collection and analysis proceed in tandem, repeatedly referring 

back to each other. The theoretical sampling is a tool of Grounded theory which has 

been described as a process of data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst 

jointly collects, codes, and analyses his data, in order to develop his own theory (Glaser 

& Strauss, 1967, p. 45). 

 

The products of different phases of Grounded Theory, also known as the outcomes of 

Grounded Theory can be divided into five aspects (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 587): 

 Concept(s): labels given to describe phenomena; 

 Category (Categories): a concept that has been elaborated classified through 

representing real-world phenomena; 

 Properties: attributes or aspects of a category; 

 Hypothesis: initial hunches about relationships between concepts; 

 Theory: a set of well-developed categories which are systematically related to form a 

theoretical framework that explains some relevant social or other phenomenon. 

 

The purpose of adapting Grounded theory in the research first is because the core 

category of effective communication attributes has been further developed through the 

process of analysis. Second, the Grounded theory provides a flexible possibility to 

generate new things (model, definitions or characteristics) and conceptualise what is 

going on by using empirical research in this study. In this study, a New Model for 

effective communication with Chinese vendors has been depicted to complete the 

research.  

 

2.5 Source critique 

Many existent researches are available for me to develop my own ideological 

framework. And it is worthy to mention that though there are sufficient reports concern 

on naming general aspects for building up effective communication with vendors when 

companies outsourcing production overseas, very a few so far, focus on establishing 

framework or model to conceptualise the concept of ―effective communication with 

outsourcing vendors‖, let alone with Chinese vendors. 
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To mitigate the incredibility of primary data collection from qualitative interviews, I 

have taken the suggestion of Creswell (2007) about the importance of acquiring 

participants who will be willing to openly and honestly share information or ―their story‖ 

(p. 133). In this study, all the interview candidates are fully or partly involving in the 

mentioned context. And they have been identified would like to deliver believable and 

authentic feedback, because the conclusion of the research might somehow benefit on 

their operating and reduce holistic outsourcing conflicts in some way.  

 

As for the secondary data, I have chosen to use as new literature or sources as possible 

to avoid the ―out of date‖ analysis. Some classic researches have also been used in this 

study for these are still of importance to be considered. 

 

2.6 Validity 

For the qualitative research, the validity of the study should always be considered and 

reliability is mainly an issue concerned with quantitative research. Validity is concerned 

with the integrity of conclusions that are generated from a piece of research (Bryman & 

Bell, 2007). Considering the validity issue when utilising Grounded theory, there are 

four goals should be noticed i.e. fit, relevance, workability and modifiability (Glaser, 

1998). 

 

As I mentioned earlier, the conclusion might not fit enough for other companies, 

because this study was delimited in a narrow research context (just one case company) 

compared with the huge global outsourcing market. The conclusion of the thesis is surly 

workable for the case company due to the research objective is to solve the urgent 

problem for the company. Still some ideas generated in the thesis may not representative 

for other industries which are not similar to garment industry. The New Model of 

―effective communication with Chinese vendors‖ is relevant because of its desirable for 

other researchers or entrepreneurs who are interested in outsourcing production or have 

the intent to really carry out an outsourcing strategy and project to China. The validity 

refers to whether the results of a study can be generalised beyond the specific research 

context (Bryman & Bell, 2007). For this study, it is also better the result can be 

applicable and modifiable by other companies. And the conclusions ought to inspire or 

be modified by other companies under similar environment to create their own effective 

communication or management method when outsourcing production overseas (e.g. to 

China). 
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3 Theoretical framework 
This chapter presents various theories and models and is divided into six sections, i.e. 

Collection of literature, Communication cycle, Effective communication in outsourcing, 

Outsourcing process and management, Outsourcing production with intermediary in 

between, and Intercultural communication precondition. 

 

3.1 Collection of literature 

This study is to explore how effective communication with Chinese vendors can be 

established when outsourcing production to China cross Chinese intermediary from a 

buyer perspective. The research question and its sub-questions concern on two main 

fields i.e. communication and management in outsourcing practice. Hence the main 

searching keywords have been identified as ―Communication‖, ―Effective 

communication‖, and ―outsourcing management‖. For the cross-cultural communication, 

the keywords are also selected as ―Outsourcing production to China‖, ―Chinese‖, 

―(business) intercultural communication‖. Others such as ―communication in supply 

chain‖, ―intermediary‖ etc. have also been applied while searching for literatures.  

 

About the literatures for communication (section 3.2 and 3.3), there are two models 

have been introduced i.e. Model 1: Communication Cycle, Model 2: ECAs (effective 

communication attributes) for outsourcing. Model 1 has been adapted to depict the 

communication structure for case company. And model 2 has been used both in 

categorised empirical finding and data analysis. 

 

About the literatures for outsourcing management (section 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6), there are 

four models have been introduced i.e. Model 3: Outsourcing life cycle, Model 4: 

Outsourcing management framework, Model 5: Three steps to manage Chinese staff, 

and Model 6: Organise purchasing office in China. Model 6 has been adapted to depict 

the management structure for case company. 

 

Additionally, the study has engaged in the context of outsourcing production to China. 

In section 3.6, the intercultural conditions concerned with Chinese culture have been 

introduced. Chinese trade intermediary have also been revealed in this study. 

 

3.2 Model 1: Communication cycle 

As communication is the process that individuals share meaning (Fill, 2011). Each 

participant in the communication process needs to be able to interpret the meaning 

embedded in the messages, and be able to respond in an appropriate way (Fill, 2011). 

Schramm (1955) developed what is now accepted as the basic model of mass 

communication, i.e. the linear model. The components of the classic model have been 

recognised as Source, Encoding, Signal, Decoding, Receiver, Feedback and Noise. 

Adapted from the classic linear model of communication, there have already been many 

alternatives models, and one of them is known as ―Communication Cycle‖. This model 

developed by Godbole (2013) is shown as below: 
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Description for the Model 1 (Godbole , 2013): 

 Encode: the sender initiating a communication. The message should be encoded in a 

clear and easily comprehended manner,   

 Channel selection: the channel ought to be the most appropriate and efficient means 

of communication which could be verbal or electronic. 

 Decode: the receiver interpreting or decoding the message of sender. 

 Feedback: upon decoding the message successfully, the receiver has to formulate a 

response and send it in the form of feedback.  

 

3.3 Effective communication in outsourcing 

Effective communication refers to the effective flow of messages within a business 

sectors among its employees, customers, and clients. (Manohar, 2012). As for effective 

communication in outsourcing cross nations, all these elements must be present to 

effectively minimize the inevitable resistance risks to outsourcing (O‘Keeffe, 2004). 

 

3.3.1 Communication attributes (CAs) 

Knol (2009) defined the communication attributes (CAs) for outsourcing 

communication quality from the perspective of India vendor to its Western clients. His 

finding could be viewed as a good complement for this research—from a Western buyer 

perspective to its Chinese vendor. He has adapted five CAs from four previous 

researches, these well concluded attributes are ―timeliness‖, ―accuracy‖, ―completeness‖, 

―consistency‖ and ―credibility‖ (Lee & Kim, 1999; Ali Babar et al., 2007; Mohr & 

Spekman, 1994; Cole, 1997), together with two extra attributes identified from his 

literature study, ―effective medium‖ and ―interpretation differentness‖. 

 

Message 

Channels of 

Communication 

 Verbal 

 Telephone 

 Voicemail 

 E-mail 

 Online 

 Letters 

 Media 

Encode 

Receiver Sender 

Feedback 

Decode 

Decode Encode 

Figure 1: Communication cycle (Adapted from Godbole, 2013 ) 
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3.3.2 Criticism on CAs for outsourcing 

To make sure the CAs of Knol (2009) is workable for this research, the thesis has 

compared the CAs of Knol (2009) with twelve online reports (Jones, 2012; Roseindia, 

n.d.; Maximumadvantage, n.d.; Bailie, 2011; Stewart, 2014; Dev4masses, 2002-2013; 

Messer, 2010; Kirk, 2009-2014; Flatworldsolutions, 2014; Belcher, 2014; Gregory, n.d.; 

Goolsby, 2009). These twelve reports give many practical aspects on achieving effective 

communication for companies who outsourcing overseas. After this online research 

process (see the Table 14 in Appendix Ⅱ), six CAs have been identified i.e. effective 

medium, timeliness, accuracy, consistency, completeness and credibility. Back to Table 

14, the last two aspects ―cross-cultural practice‖ and ―Joint effort‖ still cannot be 

adhered to any of these attributes. The share point for the two unidentified aspects is 

―cooperatively solving problem among parties‖ to create their mutual benefits. So a new 

seventh attribute has been summed from the online research as ―cooperativeness‖. The 

cooperation between parties could also solve the issues like ―interpretation differences 

(e.g. “Yes” means “Yes, I understand you” in Western dialog, but just means “Yes, I 

hear you” in India)‖, such as different cultural sectors cooperatively train intercultural 

communication competences of employees by adapting exchange-staff strategy. For this 

enable the virtual employees overcome and transcend the perceived differences of space 

and time (Jones, 2012). 

 

3.3.3 Model 2: Effective communication attribute (ECA) for outsourcing 

As far as the study concerned, the seven attributes all benefit on a better communication 

between vendor and client, and also positive for establishing effective communication 

for outsourcing production. As it is mentioned above, the last attribute will be shown as 

―cooperativeness‖. The table below lists out the attributes, their nature and examples. 

Table 1: ECAs for outsourcing (Modified from Knol, 2009) 

 

3.4 Outsourcing process and management 

To explore a certain case of outsourcing production, it is necessary to have a general 

impression of the outsourcing process and management.  

 

Attribute Nature Examples 

Effective medium Technology Email, Skype, Facebook or use both verbal and written communication 

Timeliness Quantitative Periodic vendor-client exchanging of information; input provide in time; 

problems discussed and solved in time. 

Accuracy Qualitative Avoid ambiguity; clear messages; Client abilities of discussing, verifying and 

explain for issues that as priority, avoid confusing or problematic events;  

Completeness Qualitative Contract, SLAs etc. 

Consistency Qualitative Due diligence: Same quality or time cognition and knowledge, etc. 

Credibility Qualitative Honesty, admit mistakes etc. 

Cooperativeness Qualitative Cross-cultural practice; coordination; Joint problem-solving conflicts; 

information-sharing to reduce opportunism etc. 
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3.4.1 Model 3: Outsourcing life cycle 

It has been commonly recognised the outsourcing process constituted by the preparation, 

vendor(s) selection, transition, management of relationship, and reconsideration phases 

(Perunović & Pedersen, 2007). Considering the complexity of the outsourcing process, 

and for the sake of helping researchers or operators have a holistic view, meanwhile 

showing them the cyclic attribute of outsourcing process, Perunović et al. (2006) have 

depicted the life cycle of outsorcing (see Figure 2): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.2 Model 4: Outsourcing management 

O‘Keeffe (2004) interpreted results from ―The Outsourcing Management Survey‖ by 

depicting the Outsourcing risk management framework in an fairly comprehensive way. 

By adapting part of his framework and combining with five phases of outsourcing a 

outsourcing management model is reconstructed as below: 

Table 2: Outsourcing management framework (Modified from O’Keeffe, 2004) 

 

3.4.3 Contract manufacturing condition of outsourcing 

To product overseas, basically, there are two ways, either by contract manufacturing 

(CM) or by foreign direct investment (FDI). CM is to contract with a third-party firm 

for manufacturing components or products which is a form of outsourcing. This 

Preparation Vendor(s) Selection Transition Management relationship Reconsideration 

Project Management  Contract Management  Performance Management  

1 Outsourcing Team 

2 Outsourcing Methodology 

3 Service Level Management 

4 Contract Management 

5 Transition requirement  

6 Supplier Performance & Compliance 

7 Company and Supplier Role 

8 Performance Feedback Loop 

Whether? 

What 

Where? 

When? 

How? 

Whom 

to? 

How? 

What 

now? 

1 Preparation 

2 Vendor Selection 

3 Transition 

 Exchange (information, knowledge etc.) 

 Transferring (asset, HR etc.) 

 HR management 

5 Reconsideration 

 Continue 

 Change 

4 Managing Relationship 

 

Figure 2: Outsourcing life cycle (Modified from Perunović et al., 2006) 
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proposal turns out to be low risks, for most of the producing operation and financial 

output are made by another firm. But this in turn leads to various perceived risks, such 

as lack of production control, relationship management, quality issues, intellectual 

property rights (IPRs) loss, or deterioration of flexible responsiveness to customer 

levels etc.  

 

3.4.4 Contract management  

Contract management refers to managing the performance of suppliers and buyers 

subjected by the contract. The key terms in the contract will address scope of work, 

payment, performance security, contract monitoring, performance delay, contract 

modification, termination and breach, and resolution of disputes (RPPA, 2012). 

Performance Delay and Resolution of Disputes should be clarified in this study. For 

performance delay has explained that Supplier may experience delays in beginning or 

completing the work, or in meeting mid-point performance targets. Many contracts will 

provide liquidated damages to compensate the delay on delivery products etc. (RPPA, 

2012). Resolution of Disputes is important to avoid serious contract disputes, 

meanwhile, the buyer and supplier should plan to do so from the beginning of the 

procurement process. In fact, contracts often contain clauses calling for parties to 

resolve their disputes amiably (i.e., via negotiation) (RPPA, 2012). The Service level 

agreements (SLAs) and purchase order (PO) are contract related document where 

services and producing instructions are formally defined. And these two formal 

documents must be confirmed and agreed by each side of the contract related parties.  

 

3.4.5 Model 5: three steps to manage Chinese staff 

Anjoran (2012) has indicated that there are three levels to manage Chinese staff form a 

micro to a self-management level:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anjoran (2012) has explained the three steps as below: 

 

1. First level: Micromanagement and constant checking 

Western buyers who deal with Chinese company always stuck at this level. Western 

managers always express that Chinese employees ―don‘t take initiative‖, ―take too long 

to manage‖, ―escape responsibility‖ etc. they will do what have been told and then look 

Micromanageme

nt 

Management by 

Expectation 

Self-management 

First Level 

Second Level 

Third Level 

Figure 3: Three steps to manage Chinese staff (Drawn according to Anjoran, 2012) 
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for the instruction sending from manager again. The same may also occur with most 

Chinese supplier. If let them guess something, buyers will often regret it, since the 

Chinese side might guess it wrong or in a way that saves them time/money. To a large 

degree those issues happen due to the traditional education system in China. In this level 

of management the instruction sending from buyer to Chinese staff ought to be clear and 

precise. Also the manager should constantly check with Chinese staffs in every detail of 

operating, for they actually respond well to ―hard line management‖. 

 

2. Second level: Management by expectation 

At this level the manager or company start writing an operation manual and training 

Chinese staffs to follow. What should be noticed is that the operation manual, drawn 

flow chart, making checklist or whatever possible shared rules needed to be sustained 

over time and better be followed on a daily level. Moreover, substantial feedback should 

be given among parties and remind staff about procedure, rather than placing blame 

when minors occur. After reaching this level, there will be less and less time consuming 

on managing Chinese employees. And the same may also happen with long-term 

supplier, for they know what is acceptable from the past examples. But still Chinese 

side may seldom express or deliver their own intelligent feedback or proactive 

suggestions. 

 

3. Third level: Self-management  

Only if the second level is sustained for a while, can the third level of management be 

reached. At this level, a few master principles (for each process) ranked by order of 

priority can be written down, such as ―First, do not upset the customer. Second, look for 

a solution that is fair to all parties involved. Third, don‘t hesitate to discuss it with 

colleagues or managers. Fourth…‖, and then the company give Chinese staff (after she 

has reached the second level and is mature enough) freedom to define her own routine. 

Once the third level has been reached, managers can concentrate on improving the way 

of working, rather than getting everybody to move in the same direction. Questions 

become less about ―what should I do?‖ and more about ―how about doing in this way?‖ 

 

3.5 Outsourcing with intermediary in between 

The study embeds upstream and downstream concepts in this section to identify 

intermediary status among outsourcing parties. Trade intermediary as a medium sector 

between buyer and supplier has created a tripartite context for this research. 

 

3.5.1 Role of intermediary 

Many companies would like to handle the arrangement of outsourcing producing to a 

local third party such as trade intermediary. The typical tasks of an intermediary include 

sourcing, supplier quality control, shipping management and distribution. Such 

functions are especially critical in transactions where buyers and sellers are separated by 

geographical and cultural distances (Fung et al., 2007). Simultaneously, International 

trade intermediary (ITI) plays a significant role in integrating geographically dispersed 

value-chain activities under a global level (Purvis et al. 2013).  
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Growth in outsourcing and competition between supply chains has created a need for 

intermediaries to manage relationships with other members in the supply chain. To this 

reason, an intermediary-involved supply chain has been illustrated as below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An ability of intermediary to meet downstream needs of buyers will be affected by the 

interaction of intermediary with its various suppliers upstream. For example, an 

intermediary may have difficulty in fulfilling its promises to its clients because of 

problems with its suppliers (Fung er al., 2006). Another suggested explanation is that 

this phenomenon related to information asymmetry in agency-oriented governance gap 

(Godfrey et al., 2003). 

 

3.5.2 Quality control of intermediary 

As the above declared that trade intermediary also is in charge of product quality 

control (QC). QC is implemented after producing and QA (quality assurance) is a 

completed procedure to ensure the product quality while producing. The personnel who 

conduct the QC inspection should be named as QC inspector, the report after every 

QC inspection named QC report (QCR). The QC inspections always check on product 

samples. The sample confirmed before bulk production called Pre-production sample 

(PP sample), the sample taken during the producing named in-line sample, and the 

sample before shipment called Shipment sample. 

 

3.5.3 Model 6: Organise purchasing office in China 

Observed by Anjoran (2013), procurement offices and trading companies based in 

China tend to have two kinds of setting, one is an inefficiency ―traditional structure‖, 

the another is ―a better buying organised structure‖. These two structures are 

demostrated as below: 

 

Model 6(1): Traditional purchase office structure 

 

Supplier Intermediary Client 

Supplier relationship 

management 

Customer relationship 

management 

Business 

operation 

Material flow      Activity flow 

Information flow   Resource flow 

Figure 4 Intermediary-involved supply chain (Adopted from Fung et al., 2007) 

Purchasers 

QC inspector 

Suppliers Sales staff 
Clients/ 

Internal clients 

Figure 5: Traditional purchase office structure (Adapted from Anjoran, 2013) 
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The structure cuts the organisation into two. Explained by Anjoran (2013), the 

downsides of the Model 6(1), firstly, each group of specialists work independently, 

which means the communication among sectors is difficult. Secondly, there is no one 

responsible for the overall behaviour of suppliers. Thirdly, the purchase office is 

insufficiently supervised, the kickbacks might be common. 

 

Model 6(2): Better organised buying structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cross-functional merchandisers form an efficient team. The structure requires the 

merchandisers spend 1-2 days a week in factories together with inspector (Anjoran，

2013). Speaking of the advantage of this modified structure, firstly, the team leader has 

the ownership over the supplier‘s relationship which is between purchase office and 

factories (Anjoran，2013). Secondly, communication is much easier and fast. Thirdly, 

the small team can self-manage to some degree, rather than constantly asking the boss 

for small decision. Also if it is possible the designer and engineer should also involve in 

the merchandiser team. 

 

3.6 Intercultural communication precondition 

Globalisation and technological development have resulted in culturally diverse 

workforce (Crossman et al., 2011). Based on this, intercultural communication will not 

only involve face-to-face relationships, and organisations increasingly depend on virtual 

international team to conduct business across borders (Matreev, 2004). Yet, it is critical 

that employees at all levels develop understanding about the impact of culture 

communication between colleagues and organisations. Mismanaged can lead to serious 

conflict at personal, organisational or international level (Crossman et al., 2011). 

 

3.6.1 Cultural competence 

To develop cultural competence, Triandis (2000, p. 149) asserts that there are four 

stages of intercultural competence development: 

 Unconscious incompetence: people tend to assume cultural others are similar to 

themselves when they initially communicate interculturally. 

 Conscious incompetence: people realise they are not communicating well, but are 

not sure how to improve the situation. 

 Conscious competence: later people consciously communicate differently and learn 

culture of another person. 

 Unconscious competence: people have already further developed their 

understanding of another culture and made adjustments without even thinking about 

it. 

Merchandiser 

QC inspector 

Suppliers 

Clients/Internal clients 

Figure 6: Better organised buying structure (Adapted from Anjoran, 2013) 
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3.6.2 Monochromic and polychromic cultures 

Misunderstanding or even conflict may arise in communication depending on how 

people view time or, more specifically, whether they come from a monochromic or 

polychromic culture (Crossman et al., 2011). 

 Monochromic: likely to arrive on time (Bjerke, 1999) e.g. northern European 

(Sweden, UK, and Germany). 

 Polychromic: may arrive later than appointments (Bjerke, 1999) e.g. Japan, Latin 

America, Spain, and China. 

 

3.6.3 Related to Power Distance Index (PDI) 

Power distance index (Hofstede, 1983) as a main paradigm for researching cultural 

distance can be well adapted to explain complex phenomena in Chinese organisations 

and behaviours of Chinese staffs. PDI is a perceived ―distance‖ between a boss and an 

employee which has been varied dramatically based on culture, biases, heritage and 

hierarchy (Flatworldsolutions, 2014). The PDI ranges from 1 to 120, with a bigger score 

of PDI showing a wider distance that separates a boss and an employee. The low 

context PDI communication expects straightforward conversation and answer. For 

instance, it is easy for an employee to say ―no‖, ask question or give suggestions 

directly to the boss in low PDI context. But in higher PDI context, an employee would 

rather stay silence or cover their response with layers of polite content. 

 

However, traditional and unwritten rules remove sustainable obstacles when conducting 

communication between individuals from the same country or sharing similar language 

and culture. But when a typical outsourcing initiative is considered, significant 

differences and unconformities between Buyer (boss) and the Vendor (virtual employee) 

are unexpectedly revealed from every aspect. In the case company, PDI of Sweden (31) 

vs. China (80) or Bangladesh (80) are significant, and the vast gap measured by PDI 

scores could be one of the main reasons for communication failures. 

  

3.6.4 Other culture issues in China 

Arnell and Wei (2006) addressed four representitive phenomena in China, they are 

―corruption/taking bribe‖, ―lack of teamwork/blame problem on others‖, ―unwilling to 

stand out to be different‖, and ―answer ‗Yes‘ in any situation‖. Corruption and taking 

bribe are unaltered within Chinese business culture, there is no permanent solution, but 

stricter over control of Chinese employees. Chinese staffs lacking of team work and 

tendency to blame problem on others out of the purpose of saving face has been often 

mentioned by clients who outsourcing to China. And their unwillingness to stand out to 

be unique is due to the collectivism nature is deeply rooted in Chinese sociaty and 

mindset. Again, for misunderstanding such as the ambiguous word ―Yes‖ in Chinese 

conversation (the ―yes‖ may just mean ―I heard that‖ not ―I understand that‖), if 

representatives of client, say managers from European, have aware of such traits, these 

kinds of issue could be easily handled by many verifying methods. 
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3.7 Analysis model 

This chapter have introduced in six models to conduct the research, i.e. Model 1: 

Communication cycle, Model 2: ECAs for outsourcing, Model 3: Outsourcing life 

cycle, Model 4: Outsourcing management framework, Model 5: Three steps to manage 

Chinese staff, and Model 6: Organise purchasing office in China.  

 

Interview question: Model 1 to 4 have been used to formulate interview questions.  

Structure building: Model 6(1) and Model 4 have been used to build up Management 

Structure, and Model 1 has been used to build up Communication Structure. 

Results category: Model 2 has been adapted to categorise results. 

Results analysis: Model 2, Model 5, Model 6(2) and ―intercultural communication 

precondition‖ in section 3.6 have been used to analyse results. 

 

 
 

 

In Figure 7, there are three steps to complete the analysis of this research i.e. Results 

category, Results analysis, and Reaching new category & model are in line with 

―Grounded Theory‖ method.  

 

3.7.1 Interview question design 

The questions in Group A are designed for problem definition. The questions in 

Group B are designed for defining outsourcing management structure. The questions 

in Group C intend to clarify the communication structure.  

 

Question Group A: Ten broad questions and four extra questions on problem definition. 

Question Group B: Serves as an interview guide about outsourcing management. 

Question Group C: intends to identify the communication status of case company. 

 

The interview questions can be found in Appendix I. 

Empirical finding (Model 1, Model 2, model 3, and model 4) 

1. Results category 

2. Results analysis 

Model 5 Model 6(2) 
Intercultural 

Communication 

3. New category & 

model 
Effective communication establishment 

Communication structure 

(Model 1) 

Management structure 

(Model 6(1) & Model 4) 

Model 2: ECAs: 

Effective-medium timeliness accuracy consistency credibility 

completeness cooperativeness 

Figure 7: Analysis Model 
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4 Empirical finding 
In this chapter, section 4.1 is a brief presentation for Pro Hold AB, and is followed by a 

short overview of interviews in section 4.2. The rest of the chapter is devoted to build up 

outsourcing management structure and communication structure of Pro Hold in 

section 4.3 and 4.4 by utilised a part of the empirical findings. The managerial routes 

and communication routes indentified in these two structures against model 2: ECAs 

for outsourcing have been utilised to categorise all the empirical findings in an 

understandable manner in section 4.5 and 4.6. 

 

4.1 Company presentation 

Pro Hold in Uddevalla AB in Sweden acts as a textile company which has implemented 

outsourcing production to China for years, known for its wholesaling and retailing wide 

range of textile products to domestic, European, Asia and Far East markets. Besides 

producing and wholesaling products for other brands from Promus, simultaneously, Pro 

Hold has its own subordinate garment companies named Pro One AB and Arrak 

Outdoor AB. These two brands have been flourished a lot in the past few years and have 

started their own warehousing. Consequently, the two brands have built up separate 

websites as e-commercial selling platforms which focus on selling outdoor activity 

apparel and target on dog owners in Nordic market.  

 

 

The outsourcing vendors of Pro Hold are in Bangladesh and China, this study is 

emphasised on Chinese market. Now Pro Hold mainly controls its intermediate 
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Figure 8: Pro Hold AB Structure 
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subsidiary Far East Garment Ltd. in Shanghai to implement the outsourcing production 

practice. The subsidiary acts as a textile knowledge company that offers customers a 

complete solution for their outsourcing production. Far East deals affairs for Pro Hold 

like selecting appropriate producers, negotiating with the local factories, quality 

supervision of the production etc, but not fully involves in the actual garment producing 

process because of factories not belonging to Far East. The outsourcing process is 

constantly maintained by the close interaction between parties.  

 

4.2 Interview overview 

Below are short presentations of the seven interviewees, all names are fictitious names: 

—Pro Hold: 

 Thomas: the Managing director in Pro Hold, who always charge on both the 

Chinese and Bangladesh vendor management outside of Sweden, now he is mainly 

involving in Bangladesh production market. 

 Sam: the third party person who introduced the case company for the thesis study. 

 Karl: a stakeholder of Pro Hold who attending the board meeting 

 Hans: purchasing manager in Pro Hold who always visits China and supports the 

management on Chinese vendors. 

 Rachel: employee from procurement department of Pro Hold who charges in daily 

contact with Far East, but not visits to China.  

—Far East:  

 Violet: Managing director in Far East who supports the management in Far East 

 Debby: head personnel in Far East who charged on bulk production and interacts 

with personnel both from client side and factory side. 

 

Primary data were all collected by conducting interviews, and there are three groups of 

the interview questions. A total eight interviews are included in order to get the insight 

of the root problems that caused by ineffective communication. The initial face to face 

semi-interview with Thomas used questions of Group A. The second informal interview 

with Sam, the third interview as a participant of board meeting with Karl, and the 

fourth interview with Rachel utilised questions in Group B as interview guide. The fifth 

interview with Hans, the sixth interview again with Thomas, seventh interview with 

Violet, and the eighth interview with Debby carried out by email, these interview 

questions are base on the questions in Group C. In addition, continual supplementary 

questions have been sent, and answered by interviewees. These complementary contents 

have made the empirical finding more credible and corresponding to the facts. 

 

Secondary data have been gathered through the interview period. A copy of PO for one 

particular garment product of Pro Hold has been given at the first interview with 

Thomas. A copy of Supplier Agreement of Pro Hold was obtain after the board meeting. 

And the Electronic version of Supplier Agreement and excel file of follow-up workflow 

in Chinese language were sent to me by Debby. About the quotations of context on these 

documents in the thesis, all rights are reserved by Pro Hold AB. 
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4.3 Management structure 

The Model 3 has shown that in the reconsideration phrase, a buyer can choose to 

continue or stop relations with vendors. ―It's hard to change when you have that long 

cooperation. It‟s easy to have a new factory to product… but it takes time and money to 

establish trust between each other” (Thomas). When the question comes to ―Change 

vendor‖ he expressed that this is not an option for the future development of the 

company. And Hans also mentioned that Pro Hold always place repeat order with 

previous factories to make it easier instead of seeking new alternatives.  

 

4.3.1 Collaboration between Pro Hold and Chinese vendors 

About the collaboration between Pro Hold and Far East, Thomas stated that “we control 

everything of Far East, like what they should do, how they should work, and 

everything”. The collaboration between Pro Hold and Far East, in the research view can 

be seen as Far East is ITI for Pro Hold, but in a more empirical way of thinking, Far 

East in Shanghai is a procurement subsidiary (department) of Pro Hold in mainland 

China. The relationship between Pro Hold and factories are bonded by contract. The 

CM (contract manufacturing) status of producing had been identified in the informal 

interview with Sam. Then about the vendor selection, “to find a proper price and 

shipment time in the first stage is the most important thing (for vendor selection)” 

(Thomas) and also “…the Compatibility of supplier” (Violet) should be considered. 

 

In the light of CM, the documents should be provided from buyer side are contract and 

SLAs (service level agreements). In the case of Pro Hold, the company implements PO 

(Purchase order) condition of contract and ―Supplier Agreement (SA)‖ as SLA are 

signed upon the agreement of Pro Hold and Chinese side. “Far East Garment should 

(also) follow Supplier Agreement” (Hans) i.e. there is no formal rules or principles just 

between Pro Hold and Far East. And Far East “…has Chinese version of SA (on the 

basis of the English version) specific to all Chinese supplier” (Violet) i.e. the SA has 

two language version, one is in English and one is in Chinese. And according to the SA 

of Pro Hold “the supplier is NOT allowed to direct contact with customer of Pro Hold 

in any way”, so there is no direct relation between Chinese sides with customers of Pro 

Hold.  

 

4.3.2 Personnel tasks in Pro Hold and Far East 

Regard to the outsourcing personnel in both side, they must be cross-functional and 

should have multi-disciplined backgrounds. These employees range from daily 

operational personnel, administrative personnel, to quality control inspectors (QC 

inspectors). According to Debby, the operational personnel are responsible for order 

confirmation, sending order to factories, also in charge of communication with clients 

and factories when problems occur or sample need to be approved timely before bulk 

production, and supervise on the progress of producing to ensure the on time delivery. 

Moreover after shipment, operational personnel also issue order-related documents to 

customer, and their additional task is to translate Chinese version of QCR (quality 

control report) into English and send it to buyers. About the administrative personnel, 
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“their tasks usually related to financial issues such as requesting payment from buyers 

to factories” (Debby).  

 

When it comes to QC inspector, Violet have explained that, “Far East and factories has 

own inspectors respectively, usually the inspectors of Far East give advice to the 

inspectors in factories, and then the inspectors in factories carry out the actual 

improvement arrangement with the engineers in factories.” Pro Hold itself has no QC 

inspector at the company in Sweden and QCR are (only) sent from Far East to Pro Hold 

for informing according to Hans. The QC inspectors in Far East, indeed, are responsible 

for product quality inspection and present Chinese version of QCR. Hence Far East has 

the missions to collect and check all samples and QCRs, meanwhile, translate QCRs 

into English and send them to Pro Hold. Personnel counterparts in Pro Hold such as 

Rachel and Hans from procurement department are constantly working closely with 

those Chinese employees. 

 

4.3.3 Company and vendor roles 

To reconsider the role of both sides according to Model 4, the most obvious role of Pro 

Hold is the ―Buyer (service receiver)‖, Far East and factories together can be viewed as 

―Vendor (service provider)‖ of Pro Hold for both Far East and factories are subjected 

by the SA. Another role of Pro Hold together with Far East should be ―contract 

supervisor‖, for Far East is procurement department of Pro Hold in China, relatively, 

the Chinese factory should be viewed as ―contract obedience‖ that should always 

follow the contract related documents. 

 

4.3.4 Outsourcing managerial structure in Pro Hold according to Model 6(1) 

The outsourcing management structure has been drawn according to Model 6(1) 

(Managerial routes between parties are marked by number 1 to 5, these numbers 

introduce here will be applied in the later result categorising in Table 4 to 9). 
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Figure 9: Outsourcing managerial structure in Pro Hold (Link to Table 4) 
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4.4 Communication structure 

After having a general impression of the outsourcing management in Pro Hold, this 

section focuses on building up the communication status of Pro Hold with Far East. 

 

4.4.1 Communication channels between Pro Hold with its Chinese vendors 

A typical outsourcing communication with intermediary in between relies on 

communication mediums. Email and Skype have been applied to directly communicate 

with Far East, and through Far East, Pro Hold indirectly communicate with factories, 

for ―factories they do not speak English, but only Chinese‖ (Thomas). Communication 

between Far East and Pro Hold actually quite good if leave alone the effective condition. 

According to Rachel and Violet they use email to communicate with each other almost 

every day, even on weekends, due to the purpose of answering questions emerged in 

parties instantly. Questions like price enquiry or all other relevant issues such as which 

lab dips (sample for colour approval) have been chosen by Pro Hold or its customers 

should be answered in time. When emergency occurs or things needed to be answered 

urgently, Skype will be applied.  

 

There must be necessity of visiting from Pro Hold to Chinese side. Visiting China is 

frequently executed by Hans, the frequency of visiting is four to six times every year. 

His purposes of visiting China including “Check running productions, Go through 

running order with our staff at factories, Check new factories, Check for new fabrics 

and design, and Meeting together with customers”. Violet also expressed that Pro Hold 

visiting China usually aim to “verify the order status…and visiting new or previous 

factories as friendly contacts”. And Thomas has visited China for some purposes as 

well, “…to check routines and be a support for the management. Also try to show 

Chinese side our way of thinking and to understand how they think”. Every time before 

visiting, according to Thomas, they always have an agenda when travelling to Asia, and 

if new things emerge which are not on the agenda, he will make a protocol. 

 

4.4.2 Communication messages from Pro Hold to Chinese side 

Since the contract is the main carrier of the relationship between the three parties, the 

contract related documents for this case study are PO and SA.  

 

1. Supplier Agreement (SA) 

The contexts in SA are mainly about the details that both buyer and vendor side should 

comply with any time during the contract manufacturing period. 

 

2. Purchase order (PO) 

The PO always bonds with SA. SA lists out the general items, and PO as a 

complementary document lists out the specific items for a particular product. 

 

3. Operational Instruction  

About the instruction sending from Pro Hold to Chinese side, “Quite often if 

instructions are not 100% clear, the personnel in Chinese side who do not have the 
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experience or knowledge cannot make any own decisions, even for some simple things. 

To have our instructions very very clear is quite important I feel.” (Hans). Same 

situation, has been expressed by Thomas, regardless China or Bangladesh, “…you need 

to be very clear…the biggest problem is not about language, it‟s the quality, time, 

communication and all the questions from Chinese side—„What you mean here‟, „what‟s 

this‟ or „how you want to be here‟ etc. (Thomas)  

 

4.4.3 Communication messages from Chinese side to Pro Hold 

About the documents sending from Chinese side to Pro Hold (QCR or other reports), 

Thomas has said that “sometimes QCRs may be not correct, but this is due to our 

different way of thinking about quality, other documents I have no reason to not believe 

on.” And also “the documents from Chinese side are quite good.” said Hans. 

 

1. Sample 

The required samples listed in the PO are ―lab-dips‖, ―accessories‖, “PP sample” 

(pre-production sample) and ―Shipment sample‖. The last two samples (PP sample 

and shipment sample) should be sent to Pro Hold together with QCR for informing. 

There is no in-line sample should be sent to Pro Hold for ―buyers normally do not ask 

for the in-line sample‖ and it “…is usually not 100% completed and has no value of 

confirmation for buyer side” (Violet). So instead of taking uncompleted product and 

sending it out, according to Violet the ―in-line sample‖ is actually not necessary to be 

approved or confirmed by the buyer side. 

 

2. Quality control report (QCR) 

The QCRs of PP sample and Shipment sample are corresponded with the initial and 

final QC inspection, the QCR of in-line inspection should also be sent to Pro Hold. 

 

3. Follow-up workflow 

According to the SA, a new tangible communication competence have been 

identified—the ―Production Schedule (an Excel sheet)‖ which should be updated by the 

factories every week and sent to Pro Hold after briefly translated by Far East during the 

producing process. Said Debby “…Far East will rearrange and translate this follow up 

data into a modified manner, and then send it to Pro Hold”. In accordance with Violet 

“emergencies occur in clothing production every day, that‟s why the Product Schedule 

needed to be updated (every week)”. In the English version of SA the ―production 

schedule‖ has been expressed as ―follow up list which including a workflow‖ here I 

name this file as ―follow-up workflow‖. This sheet helps Pro Hold trace the progress of 

the bulk producing from factory sides.  

 

4. Questioning information 

In the first place, Chinese side have been aware of that sometime they might 

unconsciously take things for granted, “Once, the message sending from Pro Hold is not 

a absolute „Yes‟ or „No‟ answer, but one of our staff assume that the answer is „Yes‟.” 

(Debby). To avoid sending massive questioning information to Pro Hold, Debby 
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expressed that ―More clear, certain, correct documents and instruction can be sent for 

Pro Hold to Far East‖. About this, Debby explained that “sometimes the garment 

specifications provided by Pro Hold do not conform to the practical situation, the 

factory will suggest that clients to change some details on product specification” and 

this could take time to wait the confirmation from buyer side. Also “in some orders of 

Pro Hold, the instruction is not specific enough, such as the colour of zipper, size, or 

packing instruction.” said Debby. 

 

4.4.4 Outsourcing communication structure in Pro Hold according to Model 1 

According to Model 1 and the empirical finding about outsourcing communication 

status of Pro Hold, this section intends to depict the communication structure in Pro 

Hold with its upstream intermediate subsidiary Far East.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bidirectional communication cycle, indeed, has two communication cycles 

involved, the blue cycle refers to the communicational information sending from Pro 

Hold to Far East, and the red cycle refers to the communicational information sending 

from Far East to Pro Hold. (The Communication routes between parties are marked 

from A to F) 

 

4.5 Managerial routes against Model 2 

This section dedicates to categorise empirical findings that concerned about managerial 

routes in Figure 9, meanwhile compared with ECAs in Model 2. For the opposite of 
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Figure 10: Bidirectional communication cycle in Pro Hold (Link to Table 5) 
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effective is ineffective, there must also be opposite counterparts for ECAs, these are 

untimely, inaccurate, inconsistent, incredible, incomplete, uncooperative. Which means 

the positive points always along side with negative points, thus the identified facts in 

Pro Hold could also be viewed in an effective or ineffective way.  

 

4.5.1 Route 1 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 1 status 

1 

Communication channel: Far East and factories usually use email, phone call and 

visiting to communicate with each other. 

Medium 

Visiting: Far East personnel visit the factory together with Pro Hold, or personnel of 

Far East come to the factory when the production goes wrong etc. 

Untimely 

Network between Chinese parties: “Far East needs to get better network with 

suppliers.” (Hans) It is very important for both price and quality level. And “Process 

to seek for new suppliers by Far East side are usually too slow and not successful…” 

Unidentified 

(various 

attributes) 

Table 3: Route 1 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 

 

4.5.2 Route 2 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 2 status 

2 

Communication channel: There are three communication channels between Pro 

Hold and Far East, i.e. Email, Skype and visiting. 

Medium 

Visiting: Pro Hold visit China for some purposes four to six times a year. Timely 

Timely communication: Both sides (Pro Hold & Far East) have expressed their 

wishes of earlier communication before or when real problems occur. 

Untimely 

The leadership differences:  

In Sweden: Everybody is more equal working in Sweden 

In China: the boss is the boss, “My opinion is that they want to be told what to 

do” (Thomas) and their way of questioning such as ‗What you mean here‘, 

‗what‘s this‘ or ‗how you want to be here‘ is not efficient. 

Inconsistent 

Special clause in Chinese version of SA: It clarifies that QC inspection by Far East 

is just spot check, if (product) quality problems complained by customer, the supplier 

should take responsibility. Either mutual negotiating together or resort to juridical 

means with Pro Hold and Far East is irresponsible when such things occur. 

Complete 

Independent rules between Pro Hold and Far East: There are no formal rules or 

principles just between Pro Hold and Far East. (according to Hans & Debby) 

Incomplete 

Coordinators in Far East always try to explain situation or problem they are 

encountering to Pro Hold patiently every time. 

Cooperative 

About expatriate personnel from one side to another side, which includes 

transferring manager from Pro Hold to Far East and exchange staffs from Chinese 

side to Pro Hold. The previous outcomes of this implementation were quite good 

both according to Thomas and Hans. The realistic situation is there must be proactive 

purpose and prospective outcome before applying the ―personnel exchange 

proposal‖ according to Violet, otherwise it is actually inefficient. 

Cooperative 

Table 4: Route 2 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 
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4.5.3 Route 3 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 3 status 

3 

Three inspections should be done by QC inspector of Far East during producing. 

Anjoran (Sofeast, 2013) said that the ―double sampling (Check twice)‖ inspection for 

some ―lazy inspector‖ may not do the second check. 

Timely 

Incredible 

Table 5: Route 3 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 

 

4.5.4 Route 4 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 4 status 

4 

Visiting: Pro Hold together with personnel in Far East visit the factory. Untimely 

Cognition of quality: 

In Sweden: the specification should be absolutely followed. 

In Bangladesh: the confirmed PP sample must be put at the first place during 

producing. 

In China: “Chinese don‟t understand when we in general say good quality, we must 

be more precise.” (Hans) and “If you compare China with Bangladesh, the Chinese 

way of in-line inspection is not effective enough to prevent bad quality. (Thomas) Pro 

Hold is surprised to find various quality of garments which ought to be in a same 

specification when receive the final product. 

Inconsistent 

Executing contract by Pro Hold: 

Pro Hold as a ―contract supervisor‖, “…we have to be very SOFT when we get into 

Chinese market” (Thomas) So when delay of shipment happened, according to 

Rachel, there was no case for really cancel order so far based on her previous 

working experience. 

Inconsistent 

Cheating on PP sample: Chinese supplier may view ―the approving of PP sample 

by buyer side‖ just as a ―going through‖ motion for getting the permission of starting 

producing. “…for the repeat order, they (Chinese supplier) cheat with this. They 

might send a sample from an old order as PP sample for the new order.” (Hans) The 

cheating behaviour from Chinese supplier is shocking for people who always do 

business honestly.  

Incredible 

QC and QA procedure in Chinese sides: Three QC inspections implemented by 

Far East can be view as a quality assurance (QA) procedure implemented by Pro 

Hold. The factories in the same time have their own QA procedure. According to 

Violet, to have knowledge of the QA procedure of factory is not necessary, for even 

the factory has the formal certificate of QA procedure, when it comes to the real 

producing, this procedure might not be really applied and followed. 

Incredible 

Different attitudes about contract: 

In Sweden：A contract is a contract which should be absolutely followed. 

In China or Asia: “my feeling is that when something has gone wrong, they are NOT 

very happy to solve the problem. The suppliers in Asia don‟t take the agreement that 

seriously.” (Thomas) For Chinese suppliers always ignore or unwilling to follow the 

SA when problem or emergencies really occurs. The wish of Pro Hold is that 

supplier could also follow the SA any time like what the Swedish side always does. 

Uncooperative 

Table 6: Route 4 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 
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4.5.5 Route 5 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 5 status 

5 

Reply from Pro Hold customer side: according to Rachel, Sometimes the email 

cannot be replied in time from Pro Hold to Far East, because the customer of Pro 

Hold does not reply to Pro Hold in time as well. 

Untimely 

Table 7: Route 5 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 

 

4.5.6 Route 1 to 5 

No. Interview results concerned with managerial routes 1 to 5 status 

1,2

3,4

5 

Oversight: “When you do real (outsourcing) business it‟s really hard to oversight 

the whole process and to define who should be blamed when problems occur, let 

alone given incentive to good performance.” (Karl)  

Unidentified 

(various 

attributes) 

Table 8: Route 1 to 5 against ECAs (Link to Figure 9) 

 

4.6 Communication routes against Model 2 

This section dedicates to categorise empirical findings that concerned about 

communication routes in Figure 10, meanwhile compared with ECAs in Model 2, in 

order to reveal the communication conditions in Pro Hold is effective or ineffective. 

 

4.6.1 Route A 

No. Interview results concerned with communication route A status 

A 

Instruction: Both Hans and Thomas have expressed that when communication with 

or sending instructions to Chinese side, Pro Hold should be very clear and precise to 

every detail. 

Accurate 

Going through the SA with supplier: Before sign contract, Pro Hold will go 

through the SA with every supplier. This method helps suppliers pay attention to the 

priorities in the SA and make them treat the clauses on the SA more seriously. But 

issues like suppliers do not willing to follow or ignore the context on SA constantly 

occur, especially for new supplier to arrange air freight for delayed product. 

Inaccurate 

PO, SA, instruction from Pro Hold: “It's better that the order and relevant 

documents of Pro Hold to be more certain and correct‖ said Debby. Also Speaking 

from my (the thesis writer) own experience of checking the garment specifications 

on the PO, there really is an obvious incorrect specification, even an unprofessional 

person like me can tell it should be corrected i.e. the size of Neck-label should be 

―6.3×6.0cm‖ but not ―63×60cm (too big)‖ after comparing with the real garment 

sample. 

Inaccurate 

SA: to sum up the ways of the ―Resolution of dispute‖ mentioned in the SA, three 

levels of which can be put forward, these are ―penalty‖, ―right of cancel the order 

(termination of the purchase order)‖ and ―mutual negotiation‖: 

 Penalty: ―1. Abuse of the IPRs of Pro Hold (such as garment design)‖, ―2. Bribe 

activity‖, and ―3. Faulty products‖. 

 Cancel: ―1. Failure on PP sample‖ this means that if the factory fails on producing 

desirable PP sample which could cause the delay on follow-up bulk producing and 

shipment time, then Pro Hold will have the right to cancel the order and ―2. 

Consistent 
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Supplier delay on shipment more the 7 days‖ (just in the English version), Pro 

Hold also have the right to cancel the order. 

 Mutual negotiation: this method should be implemented on any emergencies that 

occur, such as Force Majeure, clients of Pro Hold suddenly cancel the order or 

want to change the garment specification after the starting of bulk production etc. 

SA: the QC inspection standard has already applied ―double sampling‖ (check 

twice), which is more efficiency than ―single sampling‖ (check once). 

Complete 

SA: Thomas and Hans are the participants of SA formulation, and both of them have 

indicated their will of adding ―penalty consequence‖ for the performance delay by 

Chinese suppliers.  

Incomplete 

SA: the English version has one clause states that ―if any delay is more than 7 days, 

Pro Hold has the right to cancel the purchase order‖ does not show up in the 

Chinese version of SA.  

Inconsistent 

QC inspection: When I ask some questions about QC inspection standard on the PO 

to Rachel who deal with the purchase tasks every day, she express that she was not 

really clear about how the quality standard work. 

Unidentified 

Table 9 Route A against ECAs (Link to Figure 10) 

 

4.6.2 Route B 

No. Interview results concerned with communication route B status 

B 

PO: about the shipment time, the clause states “1th of September or ASAP”, In 

Chinese context, ―ASAP (as soon as possible)‖ could be cognised later then the 

confirmed shipment time,  

Inaccurate 

Decoding of Far East: if Pro Hold do not encode the message in a precise way, 

Chinese staffs will be likely to guess it wrong or take things for granted. 

Inconsistent 

Very important could also be Far East staff understanding on Pro Hold way of 

management and factory side aware of quality and do practical revising action on 

quality assurance. 

Inconsistent 

Table 10 Route B against ECAs (Link to Figure 10) 

 

4.6.3 Route C 

No. Interview results concerned with communication route C status 

C 

QCRs & Samples: The QCR should be sent to Pro Hold after initial, in-line, and 

final inspection. Also the samples for initial and final inspection. 

Timely 

Updated follow-up workflows have to be sent to Far East every week Timely 

Sample: “digital photos (photo samples) of style, details and accessories should be 

sent to Pro Hold to avoid any mistake or extra freight cost of sample.”(SA) To verify 

the photo of PP sample in advance is actually a very efficient way for reducing extra 

losses (such as to check the using of fabric colour). 

Consistent 

Documents sent by Far East to Pro Hold: QCR may not correct due to different 

cognition of quality, but there is no reason to not believe on documents sent from 

Chinese side according to Thomas. Quite good documents-work from Far East. 

(Hans) 

Credible 
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Chinese side cannot make their own decision even for a very simple thing. “The 

key point is our employees and leaders must be skilful (not just spoken English) They 

need experience.” (Hans). ―the biggest problem is not about language, it‟s the 

quality, time, communication and all the questions asking from Chinese side—„What 

you mean here‟, „what‟s this‟ or „how you want to be here‟ etc is not efficient. 

(Thomas) 

Unidentified 

Chinese employees express their own opinion: When asking opinions from 

Chinese staffs at the meeting participated by both sides, the employees in Far East 

became silence. Might due to “…the staff in Far East, they might not confident 

enough to express their own opinion in English because poor spoken English.‖ 

(Violet) in the mean time Thomas wanted the Chinese side to know that “…no 

question is „stupid‟, do not be afraid to lose your face, if you are unsure just ask”. 

Violet has convinced that “if give Chinese staffs more time and tell them the topics 

that they should give feedback at the meeting in advance to let them prepare 

themselves better when there are visitors from Pro Hold”,  the ―silence‖ situation 

maybe change a lot. 

Unidentified 

Table 11 Route C against ECAs (Link to Figure 10) 

 

4.6.4 Routes E & F 

No. Interview results concerned with communication route E & F status 

E 

F 

Feedback: 

Pro Hold to Far East: Frequently piecemeal evaluations and feedbacks exchange 

between Pro Hold and Far East. “I try to give feedback, but this can be improved a 

lot.” (Thomas) “…last few times I have been in China I have had discussion with 

them more about what they should think of and what I‟m not satisfied with. Response 

has been good. For example Violet fire one staff after I told her my point.” (Hans). 

Pro Hold to factory: These are always informal evaluation on the inadequate 

infrastructure of factory according to Violet. 

Far East to Pro Hold and factory: the initiative feedback from Chinese side to 

Swedish side is rarely a lot. Said by Violet “For the situations are different from time 

to time, there is temporarily no formal summarized feedback sending from Far East 

to Pro Hold or to factory.” 

Untimely 

Table 12 Route E & F against ECAs (Link to Figure 10) 
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5 Analysis 
This chapter follows the managerial and communication routes in empirical finding 

chapter, three basic analyses are focused on functional channels and messages 

effectiveness, management effectiveness, and communication effectiveness, the fourth 

section has generated two new ECAs for effective outsourcing managerial 

communication, and the fifth section has build up a multiple-categorised structure for 

creating the New Model concerned on “effective communication establishment”. 

 

5.1 Effective on functional channel and messages 

This section concerns to enhance the functional communication when interact with 

Chinese vendor. The two main aspects is about effectiveness on ―Instruction channel‖ 

and ―contract related documents‖. 

 

5.1.1 Instruction Channel effectiveness 

The instruction channel concerned about the adapted communication medium. In the 

same time, the effective communication medium (channel) can help with solving 

untimely problem as well. In managerial routes 2 there is an identified untimely issue 

i.e. both sides (Pro Hold & Far East) have expressed their wishes of earlier 

communication before or when real problems occur, this might be caused by the 

ineffectiveness of mediums—Email and Skype.  

 

As far as the study concerned, the one-to-one message sending by email to email, or 

one-to-one phone call by using Skype sometimes is ineffective when communication 

with Chinese staff in some situations. For Communication by email, the messages 

cannot be so fragmentary or broken in language manners and may consume plenty of 

time waiting for the receiver to reply. People always tend to be more formal and serious 

when sending message by email let alone China—a country with high score of PDI. 

Sending too many emails to explain or let others explain one simple thing might bother 

or even offend superior in Chinese context, so Chinese staff are likely to guess or ―take 

it for granted‖ rather than ask for explanations or help. Instead, communication by 

Skype, as Violet in Far East has confirmed that the staff in Far East might lack of 

spoken-English skill, and cannot formulate their thoughts clearly in a short time. Then 

the conflict caused by communication medium happen under these conditions.  

 

It is a dilemma that the communication mediums like email are too slow, and mediums 

like Skype are too fast. The better way to mitigate this is to adapt a communication 

medium like Facebook. To build up a Facebook group helps the manager better 

overview or review the whole operating information exchange between parties. The 

fragmented messages will not spread everywhere in the Email boxes of staffs. Also it is 

quick to let everyone be notified, ask question, and give the message sender adequate 

room to complete the message. Though Facebook is forbidden to be used in China, there 

are still many alternative social medias like WeChat, QQ etc. can be adapted.  
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5.1.2 Documents effectiveness 

For the documents like QCR, follow-up workflow, invoice etc. from Far East to Pro 

Hold are always credible and hard to certainly define, this section will just review the 

effectiveness of SA and PO. In interview results from Route A and B, inaccurate, 

incomplete, inconsistent of these two documents have been defined.  

 

As for PO, there are contexts or specifications not correct or complete. The inaccurate 

phrase like ―as soon as possible (ASAP)‖ should be avoid, due to in China is a country 

with Polychromic culture, phrase like ―ASAP‖ could be cognised as ―it is possible to 

be later then the confirmed time‖ by Chinese suppliers. Secondly, for the incorrect 

garment specifications on the PO, it is better that Pro Hold or Far East recheck, review 

the PO carefully and make it correct enough before sending it to supplier. Refer to the 

SA of Pro Hold, there are two inconsistencies between Chinese and English version of 

SA. One is on the English version states that “if any delay is more than 7 days, Pro 

Hold has the right to cancel the purchase order” does not show up in the Chinese 

version of SA, this may due to Pro Hold have not checked this inconsistency, or they 

deleted this clause for Chinese supplier. Second, Chinese SA specially states Far East is 

irresponsibility when product quality dispute occurs. From the study point of view, this 

inconsistency on SA is actually an effective point for clarifying responsibility between 

Chinese parties. So under this circumstance, ―inconsistency‖ is not an appropriate 

attributes to describe this effectiveness, then which attribute should be defined for this 

kind of communication? The study will discuss it later in section 5.4. 

 

5.2 Effective on management (routes) 

As Table 3 to Table 8 have categorised the empirical findings into the managerial 

routes, this section is intended to analyse those findings by utilising Model 2, Model 5 

and ―intercultural communication‖ related theories. 

 

5.2.1 Route 1: Far East and factory 

Reviewing the results in route 1, except the unidentified item for ―better network 

between Far East and factory‖, another ineffective item is about the untimely personnel 

visiting from Far East to factory. It is better periodic visiting from Far East to factory to 

check their progress and take record, according to Model 2.  

 

5.2.2 Route 2: Pro Hold and Far East 

Two ineffective attributes have been revealed i.e. inconsistent and incomplete. The 

inconsistent is about ―leadership differences‖, which again can be explained by PDI. 

About the endless small questions asking from Chinese side, according to Chinese 

education system and Model 5, if the management in the purchasing office can reach 

the third level of self-management, questions of Chinese staff will become less about 

―what should I do?‖ but ―how about doing this way?‖. Two effective attributes in route 

2 are cooperative and timely. Cooperation is about daily communication and 

exchanging staffs among parties. Timeliness is about visiting Chinese side annually. 
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5.2.3 Route 3: QC inspection in Far East 

The route 3 is about QC inspection which is timely and incredible. As the double 

sampling inspection for some ―lazy inspector‖ they may cheat on and do not do the 

second inspection. It is better someone also check on the performance of QC inspector. 

 

5.2.4 Route 4: Pro Hold and factory 

Totally four ineffective attributes have been identified from this route i.e. untimely, 

inconsistent, incredible and uncooperative. Though Pro Hold visiting China 

periodically, the purpose of visiting is various and there is no periodical visiting from 

Pro Hold to factory. Just like the suggestion given to Far East, if it is possible Pro Hold 

or Far East should visit factory to record and evaluate their performance periodically. 

 

The first inconsistency is about the different cognition of ―quality concept‖ among 

different countries. The wish of Thomas is that the factory should do in-line inspection 

more effectively to avoid faulty product, such as the factory in Bangladesh who always 

put the confirmed sample at the first place during production. Again according to Model 

5, that if the management of the purchase office is sustained at the second level of 

―Management by expectation‖, the long-term supplier will reach the similar level of 

thinking quality issues like Western buyers. Because suppliers know what is acceptable 

from substantial previous working experience.  

 

About the another inconsistency on executing of SA, Thomas once expressed Pro Hold 

as buyer need be very soft with Chinese supplier when quality or delay shipment 

actually happens caused by supplier. The fact is that all those little favours would like to 

be counted and recorded in Chinese business culture which is impacted by the 

corruption trends in Chinese implicit culture (e.g. you give favour to him, he may ask 

for the favour again, or receive favour from him, he may ask you to return it next time). 

If the ―concession‖ step always conducted by buyer side when there originally is a 

chance to cancel the order, Chinese supplier might view this as forgiveness. As we all 

know ―history repeats itself‖. Delay on shipment will happen again for suppliers assume 

the second time delay on shipment is OK, because of no punishment the last time. 

Consistently and seriously executing what the SA has listed is actually very necessary.  

 

To avoid incredibility on PP sample, Pro Hold should have right to cancel order. For 

Pro Hold can cancel the order when supplier ―failed on PP sample‖ (shown in route A), 

―cheating on PP sample‖ can be also viewed as ―failed on PP sample‖. The clause 

should be completed by adding this situation. Cheating behaviour from Chinese side is 

constantly exists, that is why the improvement of product quality is never significant as 

expectation, for Chinese are greedy for small gains, the fact is that they always save a 

little but lose a lot—save the penny money but lose the trust at the same time.  

 

To avoid incredibility on QA procedure, the factory and buyer side need to cooperate 

together. Such as setting up more opening visiting manner and the factory need to be 

transparent showing every comer to buyer not just a surface good performance. The 
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most important is that the buyer side (Pro Hold or Far East) have personnel periodically 

(timely) come to factory recording how exactly the factory conduct their QA procedure. 

 

To avoid upset or unwillingness (uncooperative) of following the contract from 

Chinese supplier side, one possible solution is to go through the SA with supplier. But 

speaking of the effective condition, an effective way of going through the contract is 

also necessary. Being accurate here is to clarify the priorities in the SA, which means 

not just follow the context, but to emphasise on and categorise the levels of 

consequence if the supplier or buyer failed on the contract (see example in section 6.2.1). 

After this process, the suppliers might be more willing to take responsibilities when real 

problems happen, because they clear about the level of consequences in the SA. 

 

5.2.5 Route 5: Pro Hold customer basis 

The untimely reply from Pro Hold to Far East may due to untimely reply from 

customer side of Pro Hold. For Pro Hold and Far East may cooperate to implement 

exchange staff, the staff should not only involve in the communication with Pro Hold 

customer side, but also work with the relevant personnel in Pro Hold who frequently 

contact with customer. The suggestion is to let the staff in Far East understand how Pro 

Hold interacts and the difficulties with its customer side during the producing, for delay 

caused by the late reply from customer side frequently. After that he will deeply 

understand the Swedish way of working, management and culture etc. Then the staff 

will have competence to receive some simple instruction from or direct communicate 

with customer of Pro Hold. Hence the boundary between Pro Hold and Far East will 

gradually fade away. 

 

5.3 Effective on outsourcing communication (routes) 

This section mainly discusses Communication Route A & B and Route E & F. And the 

unidentified items left in Table 4 and Table 5 will be analysed in section 5.4.  

 

5.3.1 Route A & B: Pro Hold encoding and Far East decoding 

The accuracy on instruction should not be just limited on the documents of Pro Hold. 

The daily written or oral instruction should be accuracy as well. Furthermore the 

encoding of message from Pro Hold to Far East must be clear and understandable any 

time to avoid Chinese side inconsistently decoding message without verifying. 

 

5.3.2  Route E & F: Feedback between Pro Hold and Far East 

When it comes to the untimely feedback among parties, the feedbacks given from Pro 

Hold to Chinese side are always fragmented or informal advice. And Far East as an 

intermediary, there is temporarily no formal well summarized feedback sending from 

Far East to Pro Hold or to factory. The timely feedback might be easier after effective 

medium (like WeChat) applied in the outsourcing communication with Chinese vendors 

under a daily basis. But is there alterative way to solve the untimely feedback among 

side? 
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5.4 Effective on unidentified items 

The five unidentified items in managerial and communication routes are (1) ―get better 

network between Far East and factory‖ in route 1; (2) ―hard to oversight the 

outsourcing process‖ on all of managerial routes; (3) ―having no knowledge of QC 

standard on PO as a personnel who usually dealing with PO relative issues‖ in route A, 

(4) ―Chinese staff cannot make any own decision‖ and (5) ―Chinese staff barely express 

their own thoughts‖ in route C.  

 

Also the section will discuss about the questions encountered in section 5.1.2 and 5.3.2 

i.e. (1) what effective attribute can be defined for the special clause in the SA for 

clarified responsibility within vendors? (2) Is there some alterative way to solve the 

untimely feedback among parties? 

  

5.4.1 Competency: experienced and skilful requirement  

The requirement for experienced and skilful employees or leaders is always mentioned 

by Western managers. There should be noticed, to get such employees either the 

Western companies take a great deal of time to cooperate with Chinese side cultivating 

competent personnel, or directly employ already cross-principle, cross-functional and 

cross-culture experts. Like supplier they can acquire the same cognition on product 

quality like Western buyers after several contracts, the employee in purchasing office 

also need to flourish and formulate their right mind after experiencing. The basic 

knowledge on daily dealing task is also crucial, a relevant personnel need to know what 

exactly they deal with every day i.e. it is always better that sale personnel also have 

knowledge about quality control or other fields of knowledge. Therefore, this study 

brings in a new ECA “Competency” to describe the qualified, skilful and experienced 

personnel who are involved in the outsourcing practice. If such a person or a group of 

people can be found, there will be more possible to be successful when Far East seeking 

for new factory and establish better network with factories. 

 

5.4.2 Specialisation: management on intermediate subsidiary 

To answer the question in section 5.1.2 about define new attribute for special clause on 

SA, and question in section 5.3.2 about alternative solution for untimely feedback 

among parties. Pro Hold ought to be aware of the dual roles of Far East. Though Far 

East in the vendor side like Chinese factories also should follow the SA, still there are 

extreme distinctions when managing Far East as a subsidiary of Pro Hold. For their (Pro 

Hold and Far East) sharing role against factory side is ―contract supervisor‖, this role of 

Far East should be considered by Pro Hold beyond its ―vendor‖ role.  

 

That is why Far East takes different responsibility from factory side. Specialised formal 

or informal mechanism needed to be establishing just between Pro Hold and Far East 

which could answer the first question. Still SA is not enough to organise the personnel 

in Far East. According to Model 5, a special operation manual, drawn flow chart, or 

whatever possible feedback loop can be implemented to solve the no feedback from 

Chinese side. Consequently, another new ECA is defined i.e. “Specialisation”.  
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Since the ―specialisation‖ has been defined, it could not just be limited for Chinese 

intermediate subsidies. It also implementable for China supplier, such as adding special 

incentive clause in the SA e.g. money bonus for good performance on quality and 

shipment time by supplier—“For smooth transaction under the condition of good 

product quality and punctual shipment cover by a particular order, Pro Hold will grant 

decent bonus to supplier”. As well as in Far East, special general principle just for Far 

East can be set up e.g. “Pro Hold will send the Detail Topic List to Far East a week 

before having a meeting, Far East employees should more or less prepare yourselves 

and express your thoughts on the meeting.” 

 

5.4.3 Oversight: Strategic integrate communication against Model 6(2) 

Refer to the good network with factory, from the thesis point of view, timeliness, 

cooperativeness, and competency needed to be considered. These three ECAs are 

corresponded with ―periodical visiting factory‖, ―transparency in factory side‖, and 

―qualified recording and evaluating personnel sent to factory‖. Reveal from Model 6(2), 

the modified oversight structure concerns on integrating cross-functional personnel and 

competent employees. In Model 6(2) the merchandise leader can oversight the process, 

also it is better to set up oversight mechanism for a group of people, instead of having 

one person taking all the oversight responsibilities. 

 

5.5 Against Model 5 and intercultural competence 

Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 have given comments and advice on those effective and 

ineffective items when Pro Hold communicates with Chinese vendors regardless the 

intermediary or factory. The first stage of these items is to reinforce functional 

communication such as documents or instruction sending by Pro Hold; The second 

stage is to enhance advanced communication by reaching cognition consistency and 

performance credibility; and the third stage is to create strategic communication by 

integrating parties and cultivating competent employees in order to achieve oversight 

mechanism. Therefore the three stages of establishing effective communication with 

Chinese Vendors can be recognised.  

 

The three steps of managing Chinese staff in Model 5 need combine with the three 

stages of effective communication establishment. Initially, all the functional 

communications and part of advanced communication is required to conduct the 

micromanagement step. Advanced communication about cooperation and 

specialisation ought to be emphasised on the management by expectation step. For 

self-management step, the company can focused on building up strategic 

communication with Chinese side.  

 

The intercultural competence (section 3.6.1) is inner-connected with the three steps in 

Model 5. Before micromanagement, the relevant personnel who involved in outsourcing 

practice are unconscious incompetence. After they are aware of the ineffective 

communication, the micromanagement will be enhanced, thus the conscious 

incompetence will be reached. Then as more advanced communication implemented, 
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the employees or manager will not only consciously attempt to obtain effective 

intercultural communication, but also those measures are successful, therefore 

conscious competence stage will be obtained. As gradually the self-management level 

is sustained, the organisational culture will be created during years of effective 

communication establishment, the unconscious competence among organisations and 

employees could be achieved. Figure 11 is showing all the clues in section 5.5 and a 

New Model of ―effective communication establishment‖ is drawn in conclusion chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Functional 

communication 

Management by 

expectation 

Self-management 

Micromanagement 

Advanced 

communication 

Strategic 

communication 

n. Competency: experienced, skilful 

and cross-functional employees, 

oversight e.g. Staff in intermediary 

who can have some simple contact 

with customer side 

l. Consistent: absolutely executing 

the consequences on the SA 

k. Credible: 1. real second time 

checking for double sampling QC; 

2. PP sample; 3. record the QA etc. 

j. Specialized: special feedback 

loop, rules or principles just 

between Pro Hold and Far East 

i. Timely: Far East or together with 

Pro Hold visiting factory and record 

QA procedure 

g. Accurate: go through the 

contract relative documents with 

clarify the priorities. 

 

f. Specialized: different clauses for 

intermediate subsidiary and factory 

e.g. 1. Clarify responsible party; 2. 

Incentive clause for supplier etc. 

d. Consistent: Versions of SA 

 

c. Accurate: PO, SA & instructions 

 

b .Timely: piecemeal feedback 

 

a. Effective Media: WeChat\QQ 

Outsourcing 

Management  

&  

Intercultural 

Competence 

Effective 

Communication 
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Identified effective items 

e. Complete: SA, PO & special rules 

m. Cooperative to reach the 
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contract relative clauses e.g. on 

exchanging staffs and factory 

should be willing to show their real 

condition (transparency) 

 

Unconscious incompetence 

Conscious incompetence 

Conscious competence 

Unconscious competence 

Figure 11: Effective communication stages against Model 5 and intercultural competence 
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6 Conclusion 
This chapter answers the three research questions. The first section is the general 

conclusion for the results reached in the analysis part. The following sections are 

recommendations for Pro Hold, critique for the study, and suggestion for future study. 

 

6.1 General conclusion 

The biggest breakthrough is that the study has combined communication and 

management together into a multiple comparison structure (Figure 11) to clearly view 

how the three stages of effective communication (i.e. Functional communication, 

Advanced communication and Strategic communication) can be transferred and 

applied into the three levels of outsourcing management (i.e. micromanagement, 

management by expectation, and self-management), meanwhile enhance intercultural 

competences among different cultural parties. Consequently a New Model named 

―Three stages of establishing effective communication with Chinese vendors‖ has 

depicted in Figure 12. In the same time the second research question can be answered:  

 

RQ2: The establishment of effective communication with Chinese 

vendors benefit on managing Chinese staffs from a micromanagement to 

self-management level and helping cultivate intercultural competence 

among Western and Chinese parties.  

 

Hindsight from the analysis chapter, there are nine ECAs have been identified when 

communication with Chinese vendors. The details are shown in the Table 13, and so far 

the third research question can be answered. 

Table 13: ECAs for communication with Chinese vendors 

 

RQ3：Nine effective communication attributes (ECAs) when Western buyers 

communicate with Chinese vendors have been identified i.e. effective medium, 

timeliness, accuracy, completeness, consistency, credibility, cooperativeness, 

specialisation and competency.  

 

Refer to Figure 11, three stages for establishing effective communication with Chinese 

Attribute Nature Examples 

Effective medium Technology Effective massage carrier: email, Skype, WeChat etc.  

Timeliness Quantitative Periodic evaluation and communication: video conference; visiting etc. 

Accuracy Qualitative Precise on linguistic aspects: SLAs, PO, presentation skill etc. 

Completeness Qualitative Clause, or terms on documents like Contract, SLAs, PO etc. 

Consistency Qualitative Different language version of documents, executing differences, cognition 

Credibility Qualitative Honesty, admit mistakes 

Cooperativeness Qualitative Cross-cultural practice, Joint effort solving conflict, contract compliance 

Specialisation Qualitative Special instruction or principle for Chinese side (intermediary or factory) 

Competency Qualitative Experienced/skilful employees who can make right decision by themselves 
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vendors have been addressed as functional communication, advance communication, 

and strategic communication. To answer the main research question (RQ1) about the 

―how to establish‖, time and resource consuming should also be considered. The 

relationships between the factors of ―effective communication with Chinese vendors‖ 

and together with the two perceived variables (time & resource) have been shown in the 

Figure 12 below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 12, the strategic communication aims to cultivate or recruit competence 

Chinese employees in vendor side who can truly understand the messages sending 

from Western buyers, make right decision and react in an expected way according to 

the messages. The objective for the ultimate stage is to build up intercultural and 

oversight competences. 

 

RQ1: an effective communication with Chinese vendors can be established by 

follow the three stages. The higher effective communication stage the company 

reach, the more resource and time consuming. 
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 Credible on double inspection, PP sample, 

recorded QA 

 Specialized rules or principle just between 

buyers/clients and intermediary 

 Timely on visiting factory to record their 

QA procedure or product quality relevant 

performance 

 Consistent on executing the consequences 

on the contract 

Ineffective communication 

Poor performances on product 

quality, shipment time from 

Chinese side etc. 

 

 Cooperative to reach the consistent on leadership style, quality 

cognition, attitude on contract relative clauses e.g. on exchanging 

staffs and factory should be willing to show their real condition 

(transparency) 

 Competency on experienced, skilful and cross-functional employees 

e.g. Staffs in intermediary who can have some simply contact with customer 

side 

 Effective medium WeChat 

 Timely piecemeal feedback 

 Accurate on PO, SA, instructions and going 

through the contract with suppliers 

 Consistent on different versions of SA 

 Complete the PO and SA (punishment) 

 Specialized on clauses differentiation 

between supplier and intermediary or 

specially for Chinese side 

 

Figure 12: Three stages of establishing effective communication with Chinese vendors 
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6.2 Recommendation for Pro Hold  

This section intends to give practical recommendations for Pro Hold effectively 

communicating with Chinese vendors. The core is to view Far East and factory 

separately and clarify the dual roles of Far East both as a vendor and subsidiary of Pro 

Hold. For the factory, enhancing the product quality assurance system is the most vital 

step. And at the first, reinforcing the functional communication competence in Pro Hold 

is essential. 

 

6.2.1 Enhance functional communication in Pro Hold: 

Functional communication is about the communication medium (channel) and contract 

related documents (Purchase Order and Supplier Agreement). 

 

Effective 

Medium 

Using WeChat (an alternative tool of Facebook in China) as instant communication tool, the 

message can be conveyed any time, and if using WeChat group everybody can see the 

message at the same time to verify the message by joint effort. 

Reply Accuracy as much as possible e.g. the ―yes‖ or ―no‖ answer by email should be certain.  

PO 
Changing ―ASAP‖ into a specific date. 

Carefully recheck and correct the contexts (e.g. specification) before sending PO to factory. 

SA 

Add ―Pro Hold will have the right to cancel the order if the delay shipment more than 7 

days‖ also in the Chinese version of SA 

Add ―Cheating on PP sample will also be viewed as Failed on PP sample and buyer will 

have the right to cancel the order‖ 

Add Incentive clauses for supplier e.g. money bonus for good quality and punctual 

shipment (say 5% of the total good value etc.). 

Add monetary punishment clause if the suppliers miss the delivery time 

When go through SA with supplier the buyer side should clarify priority of it e.g. highlight 

the three levels of consequences i.e. penalty, cancel, and mutual negotiation. Such as: 

1. When “abusing on design”, “bribe” and “faulty product” happen the 

consequence is penalty; 2. When “failed on PP sample” and “delay shipment 

after 7 days” the consequence might be cancel; 3. When “force majeure” or 

“other unexpected things” happen, parties should negotiate together. 4. to avoid 

cancel when delay happen, there should be air freight.  

 

6.2.2 Far East as a service provider 

Its vendor role has been identified for Far East should also follow the Supplier 

Agreement like factory. As a vendor (service provider), the essential requirement for Far 

East is to establish better network with supplier. There must be communication with 

suppliers on regular basis and periodically visiting factory workshop conduct by Far 

East. A better network should be enhanced by periodical communication and precise 

record (e.g. their real quality assurance system). The factory need to be aware that they 

are been watched anytime, hence a better quality product and network might be 

achieved. Far East competence of seeking new supplier could also be cultivated through 

the periodic communication process with various factories. As for the QC inspection, 

making sure the inspection has really been check twice (by implement double sampling) 
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might be necessary. 

 

6.2.3 Far East as a subsidiary 

From a micromanagement perspective, special feedback loop, rules and general 

principle should be set just between Pro Hold and Far East and this might also be a long 

term exploring and experiencing process. Pro Hold need hear more voice from Chinese 

side. Substantial feedbacks gathered from pervious collaboration could be the essential 

references for the future rules or principle setting. Like the follow-up workflow updated 

every week, a follow-up feedback file updated by Far East every week or two weeks can 

also be formulated. Piecemeal feedback from Far East to Pro Hold can be sent and 

collect by adapting this feedback table e.g. Far East can list the problem or confuse 

happen during the producing and describe the ―event‖, ―root cause‖, and ―improvement 

action‖. Such as the example table below: 

 

Events Root cause Improvement action 

The PP sample has been delayed. An incorrect specification on the PO 

which needed to be changed has not been 

confirmed by buyer in time. 

Buyer should check the 

specification carefully or reply 

more quickly next time. 

Example table: follow-up feedback from Far East 

 

Once the root causes is identified and clarified, it is possible to expose the holes in 

communication, management and production. Therefore improvement of outsourcing 

performance could be reached. Also if it is necessary, Pro Hold can fill the ―feedback 

table‖ also and send it to Far East. Though Chinese staff might be unable to give instant 

feedback to Pro Hold, still after careful consideration and filling the table, they can 

gradually learn the way to give feedback by themselves. Moreover, the accumulation of 

penny events can help sitting up general principles within parties. And so far, one 

general principle between Pro Hold and Far East could be drawn when Pro Hold 

meeting with Chinese employees: 

 

Pro Hold will send Main Topic List to Far East a week before having a meeting, 

Far East employees should more or less prepare yourselves and express your 

own thoughts on the meeting 

 

The improvement action figure out by Chinese staffs themselves, can cultivate their 

independent mind. Hence the question from Chinese side will be less about ―what you 

mean here‖, ―what‘s this‖ or ―how you want to be here‖ but ―How about doing this‖. If 

things continue this way, Chinese employees will more likely manage themselves in a 

right direction in the future. 

 

There is ineffective and indirect communication between customer side of Pro Hold and 

Far East. To cultivate employees in Far East who can deal with customer or transfer 

western manager to Far East for a longer period to support the management who can 

evaluate and correct their performance can be two possible ways for reaching oversight 
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competence or mechanism in the future, for which can train outsourcing team leader to 

oversight the overall vendor process in Far East or Pro Hold. 

 

6.2.4 Factory as product provider 

Concerned on the factory side, they should be cooperative both on contract compliance 

and transparency on the workshop. The long-term suppliers have better performance on 

these two cooperative items, but for new supplier, it is always the opposite.  

 

The transparency on shop floor supports the QA procedure being correctly recorded. 

Anjoran (2011) in his blog said “QC inspections don‟t ensure quality. They only expose 

lack of quality”, so it is not enough just keeping sending QC inspector to factory. And 

Anjoran has listed a stratigical way for enhencing quality assurance in Chinese factory, 

but still these could take years to interaction with Chinese suppliers: 

 

 Examine and verify the quality system (QA procedure etc.) to find these holes 

 Write a soluble procedure to cover these holes 

 Train the workers in the factory to follow the procedure 

 Re-evaluate the workers to verify whether they follow the procedure 

 

As for advice above delivered from buyers to factory, whether factory will follow the 

advice or not, is up to how many proportion of the order value against their annual 

capacity. If it more than half, the factory might be cooperative, for it is a huge volume of 

product (Anjoran, 2011). So if one Chinese factory is really desirable for further 

development, Pro Hold could spare no effort to invest resource and put products in it, 

then the QA procedure and so on could be better enhance and controlled. 

 

6.3 Reflection and criticism  

In foresight, the study has adapted part of the empirical findings to build up 

management and communication structure for Pro Hold. After that together with the 

other empirical findings, the empirical chapter have categorised all results by fully 

utilising the two structures compared with ECAs, which has identified numerous 

fragmented ineffective and effective items when communication with Chinese Vendors. 

Therefore the analysis chapter also focused on two domains of outsourcing i.e. 

management and communication and started analysis from effective on functional 

channel, effective on management, to effective on outsourcing communication. Hence 

the research has generated three new ECAs for effective communication and created a 

New Model for ―effective communication with Chinese vendor establishment‖.  

 

Since the study has been supported by qualitative method, the investigation methods are 

focus on qualitative interview, there must be inherent bias exist when implement 

qualitative method such as low level of reliability. The results of empirical finding are 

various and dynamic in real life, thus it is not easy to generalise the conceptual model 

for every outsourcing implementation, let alone this study is just emphasized on 

Chinese vendor. As for the chosen of literature, the study has unconsciously ignored 
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some side effects in the application of theories which could be not representative in the 

field of communication study. Another limitation is the choose of theories might not 

fully cover what the analysis needs, such as some suggestions are made by the 

experience of the author, this may have resulted in putting too much emphasis on 

personal recommendations. The time and space horizon of the study have been limited 

for some of the interviewees are living in another country and time zone. 

 

6.4 Suggestion for future research 

For the study is conducted from the perspective of Western buyers, the first alternative 

way is to reach the factory side, to see the suppliers‘ point of view on outsourcing 

producing for Western buyers. Secondly, as intercultural communication is highly 

relevant for the research, the future study could focus on creating intercultural 

competence for outsourcing production to China. Thirdly, the study can specially 

emphasise on QC and QA issues, for many companies urge to gain professional and 

academic recommendations on getting better product quality from Chinese vendors. 
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Glossary 
This independent part aims to list the abbreviations to easier reading. 

 

ASAP—As Soon As Possible 

CAs—Communication attributes 

CM—Contract Manufacturing 

CP—Consumer Products 

ECAs—Effective Communication attributes 

FDI—Foreign Direct Investment 

HR—Human Resource 

IPRs—Intellectual Property Rights 

ITIs—International Trade Intermediaries 

PDI—Power Distance/Power Distance Index 

PO—Purchase Order 

PP sample—Pre-Production sample 

QA—Quality Assurance 

QC—Quality Control 

QCR—Quality Control Report 

SA—Supplier Agreement 

SLA—Service Level Agreement 
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Appendix I: Interview questions 
Question Group A 

1. What the collaboration status (relationship) between you and the Chinese company 

and its factory? Is the company as intermediary or the factory belongs to the 

company? Outsourcing? 

2.  (marketing communication tools—interact media) In which way you contact with 

the Chinese company and get their information (are they also have a homepage)  

3. Briefly describe the difficulties between Pro Hold and the Chinese company and 

factory currently face. (Their using of language—abstract high & low context; their 

efficiency of doing things; they are lack of technologies to reach your quality 

standard; they are lack of producing experience) 

4. The main characteristics of the product that your company require Chinese factory 

need to produce? (quality & product specification) Style, Size 

5. Has the Chinese Supplier provided their own quality control system or brief control 

document to your company, or they need your requirement of quality? If you two 

company both have your own separate self-reference criteria that could be a problem 

6. Is this the first time (initiative transaction) your company cooperates with this 

Chinese company? 

7. If it is not the first time or the Chinese company have send you samples before, is 

the products match with you requirement and in which aspects the products not 

reach your requirement？ 

8. Are there any other suppliers for your company? How they cooperate with your 

company in the quality aspects? Can the Chinese company also adapts the pattern 

and just make some modify will be fine 

9. Have the Chinese company also produce for other foreign companies, how they 

collaborate together? (also for the Chinese company) 

10. What the points you wish for the Chinese company to improve, or the specification 

should be rewritten to satisfy the needs? Anything more need to be noticed. 

 

Extra Question: 

 Contact information with the Chinese company  

 Are there other staffs can contact and give information (translator; purchase experts 

like purchasing consultant) 

 Any other professional associations in your company or cooperate with your 

company from other source (trained purchasing agent)?  

 Product catalogue in English; any other resource like European textile standard, 

book or article 
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Question Group B 

I. Define the two parties: 

1. Could you draw a brief picture of the personnel structure in Pro Hold purchase 

department that dealing with the outsourcing production with Far East in Shanghai 

(who do what)? 

2. Do you know the main personnel structure in Far East Shanghai that charging on 

the outsourcing producing process, if you do draw a brief structure picture of them  

II. Project management: 

a) Outsourcing team 

1. Does Pro Hold have ‗outsourcing team‘ concept when implement outsourcing 

production to China? If not please define one team that you think the most 

appropriate (like who should be involved in: e.g. purchasing department from Pro 

Hold and Far East, QC inspectors, relevant personnel in factories etc.). 

 

b) Outsourcing Methodology 

1. Is it correct that the process of selecting factories is all charged by Far East? 

2. How the process of making the final decide on which factory will produce the 

mentioned product in a particular contract or this also charged by Far East? (e.g. 

after evaluation of their price and SOW (statement of work); various samples, 

lab-dips etc.)  

3. Is that correct the duty of pro Hold in the decision-making process is checking and 

re-checking the samples until they certainly meet with the demand and then 

deciding it can be bulk produced. 

(There should be clarified three things: selection of factories, final decision of which 

factory, decision of starting bulk production) 

 

4. During the production how you keep your eye on the factory‘s performance and do 

you write some reports after those processes? (e.g. Through QC report, through 

communication with the relevant people in Far East, or by visiting the factories 

etc.) 

5. Does Pro Hold, Far East and the factories have formulated schedule or guideline of 

periodic communication with each other during the contract manufacturing period? 

6. Do Pro Hold, Far East and the factories have a shared planning list of temporary 

solutions for emergency happen during the production? If not could you mention 

some aspects you wish to be shown on the shared list. 

 

7. Does Pro Hold evaluate the performance of both Far East and Factories after a 

particular contract finished? If Pro Hold has the evaluation process then what 

standard you use to evaluate their success or fail on this contract? (e.g. calculate the 

profits, the good quality of product) if Pro Hold do not have such performance 

evaluation system then just list what you think should be value after a finished 

contract. 

8. After evaluating for their performance, does Pro Hold award or add incentive bonus 

to the Chinese side for a well-done contract or give advice and re-meeting to 
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discuss the further solution for a poor-outcome contract, in what way? 

 

III. Contract management 

a) Define the documents 

1. Including purchase order what other relevant documents Pro Hold/Far East should 

provide to the factory to enhance their production [SOW (Statement of work) e.g. a 

list of your requirements of how the factory could produce better-quality product in 

a certain way, the requirement can be 1) put the confirmed sample at the first place 

while producing; 2) check and re-check the quality while producing etc.] 

2. Relatively does the factory have to provide their relevant documents to Pro Hold 

before bulk producing? [SOW (statement of work) e.g. 1) their brief scheduling 

producing process, 2) a brief introduction of their ―Method and mode of 

manufacture‖ translated into English or Swedish and sent to Pro Hold etc.] 

b) Purchase order and sample 

(Re-evaluate the clauses in the purchase order) 

1. Shipment time/ETD (estimated time of departure): ―1th of September or ASAP (as 

soon as possible)‖, how to define ―ASAP‖? (Three possible means in Chinese 

context: better before the date; before or at the date; can be delivered a little bit 

late—better to have an absolute description of the date)  

2. Counter sample: the sample should be approved before or after Pro Hold final 

confirm and sign the contract with factory 

3. Shipment sample/QC rapport (should this be ―Shipment sample/QC report‖?): is 

this a QC report for the shipment sample? 

4. QC control standard (AQL inspection standard—sampling plan):  

1) Single or double plan of implementing AQL inspection (―one time check with 

each batch‖ or ―several times check with each batch‖)--(Buyer‘s risk > 

supplier‘s risk when use AQL.) 

2) Including sending Far East own QC inspectors to the factories‘ workshop to 

check the quality, have Pro Hold or Far East ever considered to send your own 

engineers or professional operators to the factory to help and keep the 

inline-check with the quality, because inspectors is just the one who analysis 

the results from the QC result, not the one who actually operate the machine 

and control the quality. 

5. If the final products do not meet with the AQL (acceptable quality level) and are 

rejected by Pro Hold side, then what will happen, who have to take the 

responsibility? (e.g. just re-produce the product?) 

6. If the delay of shipment time is caused by suppliers for their unacceptable quality 

product, in what way they take the responsibility? 

7. When unobvious quality problem occur and the products have already been 

received by Pro Hold and the quality of product has been convinced not meet with 

the standard, how QC inspector or factory take the responsibility? 

 

 

(Re-evaluate the effectiveness of samples) 
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1. Confirmation of the sample goes first or sign the contract goes first (similar 

question about the counter sample) 

2. What kinds of samples flow in between (Lab-dips; counter sample; shipment 

sample etc.) 

3. How the counter sample work and effect the while bulk production by the factory 

side? (e.g. factories side just ignore it and produce things according to their own 

cognition about quality again) 

4. Which sample you wish that the factory should put it at the first place while 

producing mostly? 

 

c) QC report (Quality control report) 

1. How Pro Hold evaluate the QC report? 

2. Does Far East also check the QC report? 

3. Does Pro Hold directly contact the QC inspector? If not, does Far East work closely 

with those quality inspectors? 

4. Do they have QC inspectors both in Far East and factories? 

 

d) Shared SOW (statement of work) 

1. Is it possible that three parties sitting together to formulate three shared things in a 

share SOW: 1)Shared temporary emergency plan regarding the previous 

experiences working together; 2)shared knowledge of the concept about ―quality‖ 

and how the inspectors from both side should act; 3)Shared responsibilities 

declaration like ―DSB: dispute settlement mechanism‖ etc.  

 

(These kinds of shared documents can be a psychological help and push for the factories 

to improve while production, but also cost massive time and money to manage it) 

 

IV. Performance management: 

a) Reconsideration Performance from both sides: 

1. The regulation you communicate with Far Eat by email, Skype separately  

2. In what situation you use Email, Skype to communicate with Far East separately? 

3. Do Pro Hold and Far East have a Share information platform, since people in China 

cannot use Facebook, they would love to use Chinese way of social media WeChat, 

to build up a group to talk, and send audio or video messages. 

 

4. Describe typical complaining cases from Pro Hold to Far East (e.g. about quality, 

How it started? how it‘s been solved, Do both parties have involved in the solving 

process or order directly sent from Pro Hold side to Far East, etc.). 

5. Describe typical confusing/problematic cases from Far East or factory to Pro Hold 

(How it started? how it‘s been solved, Do both parties have involved in the solving 

process or order directly sent from Pro Hold side to Far East, etc.). 

6. Describe typical complaining cases from Far East or factory to Pro Hold. 

7. Do these complaints/confuses/questions from Chinese side always generated in Far 

East itself, or most come from the factories? (you may reconsider your answers in 
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question 6, 7: which are really from Far East, and which are actually from factories) 

 

b) Re-evaluate the effective of meeting 

1. Do staffs in Far East take notes or record when they have a meeting or use Skype to 

communicate with Pro Hold side? 

2. How you check staffs in Far East have fully understood what primary goal and 

expectations from Pro Hold side? (such as Pro Hold goal is reaching qualified and 

decent product, and you check their understanding by asking them some relevant 

questions) 

3. Do staffs in Far East usually ask questions when they are not really understand a 

certain topic?  

4. Why not exchange personnel between Pro Hold and Far East during a contract 

period? Or staffs from Far East come to work in Pro Hold for a while? 

5. How Pro Hold check the factory side has fully understood your goal and 

expectation (e.g. through information from Far East side)? 

 

c) Aspects of the performance evaluation 

1. Does Pro Hold record and evaluate the performance of three parties after a contract 

complete and give feedback to Chinese side? 

2. Does Far East record and evaluate the performance of three parties after a contract 

completed and provide the evaluation report to Pro Hold and factory? 

3. Does the factory record and evaluate the performance of three parties after a 

contract completed and present to Far East and Pro Hold? 

 

[The evaluation reports from three sides after every contract could be an effective 

tool to reveal the root causes for every problem that happens during the process. When 

the amount of these reports are accumulated to a certain degree and they could be put 

together, then three parties can formulate a shared SOW etc. by reviewing, comparing 

and summarize those previous reports] 
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Question Group 3 

For Pro Hold 

Timeliness 

1. Frequency of your visiting China (Far East and factories) 

2. The purposes you visit China (Far East and factories) 

3. Frequency of supplier and/or Far East sending QC reports to Pro Hold 

 

Accuracy 

1. What kinds of confusions/complain always come from Chinese side to Pro Hold? 

2. What kinds of confusions/complain always come from Pro Hold to Chinese side? 

3. Do you have examples of quality problem caused by misunderstanding? Or what 

kinds of problems are caused by misunderstanding between both sides? 

 

Completeness 

1. Do you think the ―Supplier Agreement‖ is perfect so far? If not what other things 

you wish can show up on the agreement to enhance the product quality from 

Chinese side? 

2. About the ―Supplier Agreement‖ of Pro Hold, do the suppliers have questions or 

disagreement about some context of the agreement?  

 

Consistency 

1. Do the suppliers really do inline inspection according to the ―Supplier Agreement‖? 

Why not ask them sending inline samples to Pro Hold? 

2. Can you ask for sending Pro Hold the inline samples from the suppliers during 

producing for free? 

3. What the differences between you and your suppliers thinking about ―product 

quality‖? 

4. Do the factories really follow the quality of the PP sample they send to you during 

the bulk production? 

 

Credibility 

1. Do you feel that the responses from Chinese side are always honest to you? Like 

they saying ―Yes, I understand‖ not means they really understand 

2. Do you feel the documents sent from Chinese side are always credible? (e.g. the 

data on the QC report is the real data) 

 

Cooperativeness 

1. Do you take records and evaluate the performance of Chinese side after visiting 

China?  

2. Do you give feedback to the Chinese side after every visiting, in what way? How 

they react? 

3. Is that correct Chinese staffs do not like to show their own opinions and give 

negative feedback to you? How you solve these kinds of situation? 

4. How you check that Chinese side is really understanding of your needs. 
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5. Can Far East have some exchange staffs come to Pro Hold to work for month or 

more? 

 

Final: 

1. Give some of your advices and wishes that Chinese side could do better  

2. What exactly the aspects you think the problem can be avoid on the earlier stage 

 

For Far East: 

 

General:  

What your duty in Far East? 

-您在 Far East 负责什么？ 

The personnel structure in Far East and the tasks they usually charge on 

-Far East 的人员结构，和他们分别负责的事项。 

 

Timeliness: 

1. Frequency of sending email and in what purpose during producing period 

-使用 Email 和 Pro Hold 交流的频率和目的 

2. Frequency of talking on the Skype and in what purpose during producing period 

-使用 Skype 和 Pro Hold 交流的频率和目的 

3. Frequency of staff in Pro Hold visit China and in what purpose during producing 

period. 

-Pro Hold 相关人员拜访中国的频率和目的 

 

Accuracy 

1. What kinds of emergencies/confusions/complains always come from factory to Pro 

Hold?  

-工厂方面对于 Pro Hold 通常有哪些突发事件、疑惑和抱怨？ 

2. What kinds of emergencies/confusions/complains always come from Pro Hold to 

Far East? 

-Pro Hold 方面对于工厂通常有哪些突发事件、疑惑和抱怨？ 

3. Do Far East also have other clients from EU, is their emergencies /confusions 

/complains are similar? 

-Far East 还有其他类似于 Pro Hold 的客户吗，他们的突发事件、抱怨和疑惑通

常大同小异吗？ 

4. Do you have examples of quality problem caused by misunderstanding? Or what 

kinds of problems are caused by misunderstanding between both sides? 

-有没有这种情况发生：工厂产品的质量是因为对客户的需求―理解模糊‖而造

成的。或者说，有没有哪些中国方面和 Pro Hold 的问题是因为―误解‖而造成的 

 

Completeness 

1. Pro hold和工厂签的―supplier agreement‖是通过Far East翻译成中文之后才传达

给工厂的吗？ 对于这个协议有没有工厂对于某一条不同意或者需要修改的？ 

-Do there is a Chinese version of SA and has been translated according to the 
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English version of SA? Do there any disagreements on the SA from the supplier 

side? 

Consistency 

1. Far East 和工厂分别都有自己的质检员吗？那传给 Pro Hold 的质检报告是哪一

方负责的呢？两方的质检员有合作吗？ 

-Do Far East and factories have own QC inspector respectively. Do they cooperate 

with each other? 

 

2. 如果想临时让工厂从生产线上取样品寄给 Pro Hold， 也就是中期质检的时候

除了质检报告同时也免费寄一份样品给 Pro Hold，有这个可能性吗？ 

-Is it possible to have an inline sample. 

3. 工厂一般会出现哪些方面的产品质量问题（举例说明）导致装船期滞后。 

-what kinds of problems will cause the quality problem and delay shipment? 

4. 有哪些工厂方面的问题你认为可以在早期的交流和检查中避免? 

What kinds of aspect can be avoid at the early stage of communication while 

producing? 

 

Credibility 

1. Pro Hold 的人员来访中国后，会对 Far East 或者工厂做出正式或者非正式的评

估和反馈吗？如果会，这些反馈和评估符合实情吗？ 

-Do the visitors for Pro Hold make some formal or informal feedback or comments 

to Chinese side? If there is, do these feedback and comments in line with the facts? 

 

Cooperativeness 

1. 每次合同结束后 Far East 会同时给 Pro Hold和工厂进行反馈吗？比如总结一下

这次合作所出现的问题，之后怎么解决的，将来再次遇到该怎么面对等等。 

-After every contract does Far East give feedback to Pro Hold and factories? 

2. 中国员工参与国外客户的会议时，好像对于发表个人意见和负面反馈比较胆怯？

你认为国外的这些管理人员来开会的时候应该怎样做才能激发员工的活跃反

馈呢。例如：他们开会前一天，应该大概提示一下中国员工们需要反馈的内容，

让员工们在开会前有所准备。 

-Chinese staffs are not initiative enough when Pro Hold seeking for feedback at a 

meeting attended by both sides. How it happens and how to avoid this situation in 

the future? 

3. Far East 可以和 Pro Hold 协商，派一名或多名员工去 Pro Hold 工作体验几个月

吗？ 

-Can there be exchange staffs from Far East to Pro Hold? 

4. 给一些建议双方建立更用有效的交流 

Give some advice for better future communication. 
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Appendix Ⅱ: Online research  
 

The table below lists out suggestions on effective outsourcing communication from 

twelve online reports in the first column, the second column shows the identified CAs 

for such suggestion, the third column is some details of the suggestions, and the fourth 

column indicates the source number of the online reports (Back to Section 3.3.2). 

 

Aspects Attributes Details Sources 

Multiple Channel Consistency; 

Medium 

1)Messages: Verbal & Written;  

2)Different Channels of communication 

1,5,6,9 

Clearly convey  Accuracy 1)Sufficient clarify information 1,5,10 

Due diligence Consistency; 

Completeness 

1) Know skills and capability of agents;  

2)Check other clients of the intermediary;  

3) Visit the factory 

1,5,10 

Scheduling Timeliness 1)One-on-one time meeting: enrich relationship;  

2)Not only communicate when crises come up;  

3)Periodic focus groups to review and suggest 

1,2,4,7,10 

Regular feedback Timeliness; 

consistency 

1)Check and verify periodically 

2)Ask question effectively;  

3)Formal documents for requests of change;  

4)ask for repeat back;  

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10,11,12 

Quick response Timeliness Prevent variation and enlarge problem 1 

Truly understand Credibility; 

Completeness 

Consistency 

Accuracy 

 

1)Be patient to explain over and over again 

2)Vendor understand the specific of the work 

3) Client must have knowledge about the project  

5) Ask for summary of any online communication 

6)Check the Follow-up writing and ask question 

7)Understand the priority 

2,5,6,7,910,11,12 

Techniques Timeliness Adjust different time zone, language and culture 2,8 

Oversight/oversee Consistency intermediating agents enforce your QC procedure  4,11 

Incentive/penalty  Completeness  Reward for good performance or vice versa. 8,11 

Cross-cultural 

practice 

Unidentified  1)Exchange staffs;  

2)Formal training 

8,9 

Joint effort Unidentified  Joint access and solute the problem or conflict 1,2 

Table 14: Results of online research (the number 1-12 refer to the source of online reports: Jones, 2012; 

Roseindia, n.d.; Maximumadvantage, n.d.; Bailie, 2011; Stewart, 2014; Dev4masses, 2002-2013; Messer, 

2010; Kirk, 2009-2014; Flatworldsolutions, 2014; Belcher, 2014; Gregory, n.d.; Goolsby, 2009) 
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